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I. INTRODUCTION

If this wonderful planet of ours survives another five hundred years, students then studying the twentieth century will undoubtedly search for the greatest contributions that men and women made to civilization in that era. I would venture to suggest that what will stand out as the most significant contributions will not be great technology, nor advances in communication, nor globalization, but the codification, proliferation and dedication to human rights. This one development will mark the twentieth and now twenty-first centuries as eras when a global consensus emerged about what was and was not morally acceptable behavior by governments, political leaders, and hopefully, soon, even non-state actors. Detractors in the future may indeed argue that the moral compass in our time was forcibly turned in the wrong direction on so many occasions as to render the implementation of human rights very problematic. However, it is entirely possible that future generations may also look upon our time with a degree of kindness born of distance, and understand that humanity struggled hard to achieve in reality what was eloquently articulated in documentary form as the ideal standard to be followed. Whether or not our descendants will laud us for trying hard or whether they will condemn us for losing the battle to enhance human rights will depend to a large extent on the commitment and dedication each of us today shows to exposing violations, cataloguing atrocities, highlighting infractions and insisting on legal and judicial accountability for perpetrators of these crimes. Every action endorsing our approval of human rights ensures that this wonderful contribution, largely formulated during the twentieth century, will remain in place to protect those generations that follow in the future.

***************

To return to the present, the world is today confronting one of the worst human rights and humanitarian crises in the history of this young century. The ancient, beautiful and cultured country Syria is now in ruins, its people scattered across the globe, much of its wonderful historical heritage stolen or destroyed. This Article attempts to understand some aspects of the crisis and to assess the situation within the rubric of the international human rights that have been systematically and brutally violated to maintain the decades-long dictatorship of one man, his family, and his regime’s loyal supporters. Tens of thousands of Syrian men, women and children—civilians—have been sacrificed to ensure the survival of the regime. They have been systematically and deliberately subjected to the violation of every right that is now globally acknowledged as our automatic birthright as human beings.
This Article will attempt to explore and explain the violation of some of the most basic of those rights, the rights to life, liberty, and freedom from torture. It will also seek to explore in particular violations against children that have so marked this crisis. The children of Syria have paid a terrible price. International human rights commitments protecting them have been shunted aside as the regime and other combatants have brutalized them because they are the most vulnerable of civilians.

The Article makes no attempt to provide a comprehensive history of the entire crisis. Length constraints for the Article will only permit exploration into certain specific topics that provide insight into this humanitarian disaster. The subjects that have been selected for deeper exploration and research are indicative of both the tragedy that has fallen on that once-cultured country and, more important, of the flaws in the international human rights umbrella that should protect us all.

Human rights must never be a protection only in peaceful times. The real test of this great contribution of the twentieth century to human civilization must occur when wars are fought with an understanding that such rights are so sacrosanct that they cannot be violated, even in moments of physical conflict. Because the Syrian crisis amounts to a very serious step back in the progressive march toward the implementation of human rights, it is important that we chronicle the flaws and work even harder to enhance the protective systems that every man, woman and child in the world deserves to enjoy.

***************

One practical way of studying the Syrian problem as a serious violation of human rights is to examine a few of the international human rights instruments that have been universally lauded and form part of international humanitarian law. There are too many of these instruments now in existence for inclusion in this Article. The necessary selection resulted in a primary choice, the Convention on the Rights of the Child. That international instrument is marked with the usual United Nations eloquence and its mantle of protection for children is all-encompassing. However, there are fatal flaws in the Convention and a later section of this Article will explore the issue in some detail with relevance to the grim reality prevailing in Syria. An ancillary brief discussion will focus on related measures affecting children that ultimately led to the creation of the Convention.

There is a tragic irony in the fact that the most universally lauded and adopted instrument of international human rights law—the Convention on the Rights of the Child—is today one of the most egregiously violated of
such treaties.\(^1\) Across this planet of ours, the Americas, Africa, the Middle East, Europe, and Asia, children are being trafficked for prostitution, kidnapped to serve as soldiers, abused as child laborers, and tortured and killed to serve the greed and self-interest of a variety of state and non-state actors who have no compunction or concern about their misuse of these most vulnerable of human beings. The sad reality is that life is so fraught with danger for the youngest of humanity that this world is for many of them literally no place for a child.\(^2\) As Professor John Wall of Rutgers University explained, “Children today are the world’s most disadvantaged group.”\(^3\) He added that “[c]hildren across the world are more likely than adults to be poor, malnourished, deprived of security, prevented from exercising freedoms, silenced, done violence, abused, exploited, and discriminated against.”\(^4\) Commenting on the global nature of the problem, then United Nations (U.N.) Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon bluntly told the Security Council that “[i]n places such as Iraq, Nigeria, Somalia, South Sudan, Syria and Yemen, children suffer through a living hell.”\(^5\) Of the world’s children, one out of four lives in a country afflicted by emergency situations,\(^6\) political, economic or environmental. Anthony Lake, Executive Director of UNICEF has justifiably called it a “world of cascading crises.”\(^7\)

This Article explores the impact of the ongoing Syrian crisis on children’s rights, both with respect to their suffering within their homeland and very briefly, adjacent or farther countries where they (either alone or with their families) flee for refuge and safety. The U.N. Children’s Fund concluded in 2017 that the “Syrian Arab Republic is one of the most dangerous places in the world to be a child.”\(^8\) As Martin Chulov of the Guardian commented:

---

1. See infra Section II.
4. Id. at 7.
7. Id.
“Syria’s civil war is trampling on its children as easily as it is killing its adults.”

This inquiry into the Syrian crisis which is simultaneously and tragically a civil war, a proxy war both regionally and internationally, as well as a part of the globalized anti-terrorism conflict, has perforce to begin by introducing the contextual particulars that resulted in such a major disaster. Additionally, the Syrian war has been a severe challenge to the concept of globalization. As Syrians by the thousands fled the horrors afflicting their country, they became part of a massive migration movement that has seen millions of people from war-torn countries similarly seek safety in secure societies. The receiving countries have had mixed reactions to the massive inflows with a resulting increase in xenophobia, racism and ethnically-based violence that now afflicts large parts of earth. The refugees, particularly, child refugees have all too frequently become pawns in what is now a globalized controversy.

********************

An additional thread of inquiry must focus on the international idealistic aspirations articulated in the eloquent Convention on the Rights of the Child and juxtapose these with the gruesome reality prevailing in Syria. Astoundingly, on November 20, 1989, it took just two minutes for the U.N. General Assembly to adopt the International Convention on the Rights of the Child. Approved in 1989 by consensus, at time of writing this Article in 2017, all Member States of the United Nations, with the exception of the United States of America have ratified this Convention. Syria signed this Convention on September 18, 1990 and ratified it on July 15, 1993, both actions during the rule of former President Hafez al-Assad, father of the present President Bashar al-Assad.

********************

11 Id.
13 Id.
This Article adheres to the U.N. definition of a “child” meaning any person below the age of eighteen years. For many of these, our most vulnerable human beings, life is both tragic and terrifying. They are often innocent victims of actions taken by adults, events over which they have no control. Children are not responsible “for the bombs and bullets, the gang violence, persecution, the shriveled crops and low family wages driving them from their homes.” The theatres of conflict are many, Afghanistan, Syria, Yemen, to name only a few. The areas afflicted with acute poverty are found worldwide from the richest countries of North America and Europe to the poorest regions of sub-Saharan Africa. Unrest, insecurity, hunger, disease and worse mark the lives of many of this world’s young people. In too many cases, their lives are shriveled, stultified and the possibility of their contribution to their countries lost because the world just would not or could not rescue so many of them. On the positive side, there are many dedicated people who constantly prod governments and public opinion about our individual and collective responsibilities to the dispossessed, especially when they are children. The governing principle is that the best interest of the child should always prevail. In reality, this rarely occurs. That was the key principle underlying the Convention on the Rights of the Child.

********************

Nowhere is the irony more evident than in the universal support for the Convention, a document endorsed by democratic leaders and dictators alike. Unfortunately, despite the amazing near-unanimity on advocacy for children’s rights, the reality has not lived up to the promises and commitments made in 1989. Anthony Lake, Executive Director of the United Nations International Children’s Educational Fund (UNICEF) explained in 2014 that “a recognized right is not necessarily an executed right.” This Article will explore aspects of this serious disconnect between ideals and reality, on this issue, using the Syrian crisis as the context for exposing some of the most egregious violations against children. This disconnect has also been the most fatal flaw of the United Nations and one that has cost the world dearly in lost lives.

As the organization tasked with monitoring human rights internationally, the United Nations has revealed all too frequently how flawed it is as a

---

15 Uprooted: The Growing Crisis for Refugee and Migrant Children, supra note 2, at 11.
protective institution. The failure is not that of the world organization but of all the Member States who deny it any sovereign capacity and then expect it to act decisively to alleviate human suffering. Ultimately, the failure of the United Nations reflects on all of us and on each of us who can acquiesce even silently in the hypocrisy of wonderful articulated ideals enshrined in a growing body of legal instruments named conventions, which are daily violated, leaving a global trail of victims. The violated children are the very future of our species and in too many countries, are now deemed a lost generation. Because of adult expediency or indifference or sheer unwillingness to act, this young generation has been “traumatized, decimated, [and] abandoned to its fate.”

The U.N. estimates make for frightening reading. In recent years, over 28 million children have been uprooted from their homes or countries by conflict and the number of child refugees jumped by approximately 75% between 2010 and 2015. By 2015, about 45% of child refugees under the mandate of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) originated in Syria and Afghanistan. Among many global crises afflicting the world today, there are some like Syria that stand out for the massive human suffering generated. One can only hope that someday soon there will be a nexus between the expressed ideals of human rights and the reality as lived by millions of children around the world. The chasm between articulated ideals and reality has somehow to be bridged very soon.

**************

Inevitably, a story like this has multiple threads that must be disentangled to provide as comprehensive a perception as the instant length constraints allow. Many of these threads are not exclusively child-centered. Just as children are part of a family, a community and a society, similarly, these threads need to be followed, examined and analyzed in the hope of creating a coherent view of the situation in Syria. Essentially, one cannot write about children without including what occurred with the adults who are their parents, their extended families and their communities. It is impossible at times to separate specific children’s issues from the general mayhem occurring because thousands of young people were tragically suffering alongside their elders and all generations endured injury, pain, hunger, disease, and death.

19 Id. at 18.
The attempt throughout is to present a clear, coherent and comprehensive analysis of the Syrian situation to date, concentrating on the most recent information available to researchers. The historical background has been briefly explained to provide context for the reader. With respect to the present, the complexities of this uprising or revolt must be examined piecemeal with some view of the different international players who have leaped into this crisis, all of them with different agendas, all of them determined to get their way, regardless of the cost in lives and suffering for the millions of Syrian men, women and children. Ultimately, the children of Syria will pay the biggest price. Not only is their present destroyed, but their future has been sacrificed to the political ambitions of diverse national and international individuals and groups.

Once, not so long ago, Syria was regarded as one of the most highly educated of Middle Eastern countries, enjoying a level of sophistication and cultured living that was the envy of its neighbors. Today, its cities lie in ruins, untold thousands of its people are dead or maimed or horribly wounded, its children are physically and psychologically traumatized and few of them have any possibility of an education, let alone, a job in the future.

As we commence this explanation of the Syrian war, we must be careful not to define the crisis too restrictively. Too often, the media prefers to pigeonhole such conflicts and define them through the lens of its own myopic vision. Hence, we are fed a stream of reports that classify this as a sectarian conflict, a holy war, a jihad, as the war of a sovereign government against terror groups, or as a struggle for freedom and democracy against dictatorship. The Syrian situation is all of those and more. To focus on one explanation is to provide too narrow and rigid a perspective.

Forming a critical part of the regional moment termed the Arab Spring, the Syrian crisis began nonviolently. Peaceful protesters, demanding freedom, encountered brutal retaliation from their government, as a consequence of which, the demonstrations escalated into an uprising and a civil war. Neighboring countries soon became involved as the brutality increased on both sides and civilians, caught in the cross-fire, fled to any safe-haven they could find. Additionally, regional states saw the crisis as an

20 See infra Part XIII.
expedient way of furthering their own agendas, specifically in terms of the sectarian rivalries that have so frequently plagued the Middle East.

The fact that the Syrian President comes from a minority sect, the Alawi, did not sit well with the overwhelming Sunni majority that prevails, both in Syria and in many Islamic countries in that region. Some Middle Eastern countries have allegedly funded radicalized Islamic Sunni militants (termed “terrorists” in the Western world) to enter Syria and fight against the regime, and also to destroy any secular rebel groups. The infamous ISIS took advantage of the prevailing chaos to establish part of its so-called caliphate in Syria and tortured, killed, maimed and executed an unknown but vast number of civilians with its self-publicized acts of brutality.

The Syrian President also found external allies like Shia Iran, a state whose sectarian priorities and regional ambitions made it rush to his defense. The Syrian regime also has an on-going alliance with Russia, a country that saw the Syrian theatre as a venue to fulfill its own superpower agenda.

Everyone, and especially the initial secular rebels who were apparently fighting for democratic freedoms expected the United States to lead the Western free world in taking down both the regime and the terrorist presence in Syria. However, the United States, haunted by the ghosts of Afghanistan and Iraq, balked at that type of military involvement, as we shall see later in this Article. Refusing any meaningful aid to the rebels who had dreamed of democracy, the United States was, however, willing to serve its own national interest by bombing ISIS-held parts of Syria as this fell under its anti-terrorism agenda.

Additionally, the United Nations did what it usually does, drafting endless resolutions, publishing reports detailing the horrors, and demonstrating a great deal of activity on many fronts, but very little effective action to stop the conflict.

The consequence of all these tangled political threads is a highly complex situation that is multi-layered, multi-sectored and at once, domestic, regional and global in significance. The result is that civilians have suffered and died by the thousands and the exact count will probably never be known. Caught between the looting, the demolitions, the starvation, the diseases, the torture, the rapes, the mutilations, the executions and the bombings, have been Syria’s millions of civilians and in particular, its most vulnerable, its children, for whom their country now resembles the worst nightmarish descriptions of hell.

This is a very convoluted crisis and at one and the same time it demonstrates a multiplicity of agendas, priorities, and interests, many of them colliding and conflicting, often with no logic or rationale other than the madness that is a concomitant of twenty-first century warfare. Like a
The Syrian crisis changes and shifts and presents varied views with each turn of a day. It is imperative to keep in mind that this convoluted situation defines the total picture, and certainly complicates any possibility of a peaceful resolution, should that come someday. Much of this complexity is an inheritance from Syria’s past and in order to understand the issues now confronting the global community it is important briefly to examine the country’s history.

II. SYRIA: DEMOGRAPHY AND PRE-CRISIS HISTORY

Setting the context for the Syrian crisis is no easy task, given the many intricacies that prevail in that country. At best, given the length constraints of this Article, one can only provide brief particulars that will hopefully clarify some of the reasons behind this multi-faceted conflict that the entire world is now confronting.

With respect to the crisis that began in 2011, all involved parties have waged propaganda campaigns in an effort to woo and convince world public opinion. The Syrian war has been fought in the many cities of that once-beautiful country but also online and through every type of media currently available on this planet. Finding the truth is extremely difficult and challenging. Those of us who live in the Western free democratic world and those who live under dictatorships all bring preconceived notions to the understanding of the Syrian crisis. The tendency is to view Syria through the lens of one’s own ideological perspectives. This can cloud any judgment, and great care must be taken to bring a sense of legal detachment to one’s assessments. This is no easy task when it is clear that Syrian men, women and children are being barrel-bombed in their homes, tortured in detention, hounded as refugees, and deprived of every vestige of dignity and respect that prevails for those of us who still enjoy what is called “normal life.” Ultimately the crucial question remains: How did such an ancient and diverse civilization, graced with a vibrant culture, literature, community life and art fall into this terrible state of tragedy?

In a very real sense, this Middle Eastern country has been both graced and cursed by its highly strategic geographic location, a fact that made it irresistible to foreign conquerors and more constructively, a magnet for migrants from many nations who came, traded, settled, and added to the rich tapestry of Syrian civilization. Present-day Syria shares borders with Turkey, Iraq, Israel, Jordan and Lebanon. Largely comprised of desert,
arable land accounts for only a quarter of its 185,000 square kilometers, and hence, the economically viable portion of Syria is approximately the size of Switzerland.\textsuperscript{22} Despite the existence before the war of a number of vibrant, densely-populated cities, by one estimate, approximately 47\% of Syria consists of sparsely inhabited steppes.\textsuperscript{23} Prior to the crisis, approximately 80\% of Syria’s population lived west of a line drawn from Damascus, the capital, to Aleppo, which may be one of the oldest continuously inhabited cities in the world.\textsuperscript{24}

Our search could take us right back to the early stages of human development in Syria, a country where traces of ancient civilizations remain right next to modern development. Among various names, Syria was once called the land of Shaam.\textsuperscript{25} With origins that may go back 700,000 years,\textsuperscript{26} Syria was preyed upon, fought over and sometimes conquered and settled by Egyptians, Hittites, Assyrians, Persians, Macedonians, Romans, Mongols, Turks, and in modern times by the British and the French.\textsuperscript{27} The result is that modern “Syria is an extremely heterogeneous society, with Sunnis, Alawi, Ismailis, Druze, Shi’a, Greek Orthodox, Maronite and other Christian sects.”\textsuperscript{28} Religious diversity is compounded by ethnic variety, an inevitable consequence of such an elaborate history and a tradition that offered hospitality to those seeking refuge from various forms of oppression and persecution. Hence, there are in Syria numerous minorities, including Kurds, Armenians, Turcomans, and Circassians.\textsuperscript{29}

The ancient Egyptians in particular showed a keen interest in Syria because this region provided access to forests of cedar, cypress and pine,\textsuperscript{30} which was necessary for the vast building projects of the Egyptian pharaohs. Alexander the Great added this area to his global empire.\textsuperscript{31} The Bible contains significant references to Syria.\textsuperscript{32} Damascus, popularly called the

\textsuperscript{24} DIANA DARKE, SYRIA 3, 165 (2010).
\textsuperscript{25} JOHN MCHUGO, SYRIA A RECENT HISTORY 35 (2014).
\textsuperscript{26} Mark, supra note 21.
\textsuperscript{27} Polk, supra note 22.
\textsuperscript{28} SAMER N. ABBOUD, SYRIA 5 (2016).
\textsuperscript{31} MCHUGO, supra note 25, at 11.
\textsuperscript{32} Id. at 36.
City of Jasmine,\textsuperscript{33} was in ancient times the site where the apostle St. Paul converted to Christianity.\textsuperscript{34}

Every group that interacted with Syria, whether by war or trade or marriage, added to the rich diversity of the civilization that resulted. Eventually, Islam and the civilization, language, art and culture that accompanied that religion dominated Syria along with political empires, termed Caliphates like the Umayyad and the Abbasid.\textsuperscript{35} The Ottoman Turks conquered Syria in 1516 and they ruled the area until European imperialism took over as a result of Turkey’s defeat during the First World War.

The victorious Western powers sought eagerly to carve up the Ottoman territories according to their own self-interest. There was however, one significant difference. Largely because of the idealistic vision of U.S. President Woodrow Wilson, the Powers had to agree to the creation of an international organization which they called the League of Nations. No longer could countries exercise bold rapacity to grab foreign lands. Now there had to be a ‘moral justification’ for such action. The League came up with the idea of declaring a number of regions, including Syria ‘mandates,’ giving them in trust to the victorious Western Powers with the proviso that these regions were to be prepared for eventual self-government.\textsuperscript{36} Per Article 22 of the Covenant of the League, France would govern Syria and Lebanon (present-day names) as a “sacred” trust of civilization, for the “well-being and development of the people.”\textsuperscript{37} The language of the Covenant is replete with early twentieth century imperial phraseology that would be deemed pompous and presumptuous today. Article 22 refers to territories “inhabited by peoples not yet able to stand by themselves under the strenuous conditions of the modern world,” and awards them to “advanced nations . . . who can best undertake this responsibility.”\textsuperscript{38} It was naked imperialism, now cloaked in a mantle of self-justificatory hypocrisy.

It is also important to note that the present borders of the Syrian Arab Republic are a substantially truncated part of what constituted Greater Syria at the beginning of the twentieth century. Utilizing power politics, duplicity and betrayal, the British and French undercut the aspirations of the Arabs for a large sovereign state of Syria and instead acquiesced in the creation of

\textsuperscript{33} See DARKE, supra note 24, at 66 for one explanation for this description.
\textsuperscript{34} McHUGO, supra note 25, at 36.
\textsuperscript{36} The Covenant of the League of Nations, YALE L. SCH. art. 22, http://avalon.law.yale.edu/ 20th_century/leagcov.asp (last visited Dec. 9, 2017). See also McHUGO, supra note 25, at 70
\textsuperscript{37} The Covenant of the League of Nations, supra note 36, art. 22; see also McHUGO, supra note 25, at 70.
\textsuperscript{38} The Covenant of the League of Nations, supra note 36, art. 22.
Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, and the remainder constituted the economically unviable Palestinian areas.39

France set about with enthusiasm ‘implementing’ its ‘responsibility and sacred trust’ (per the Covenant of the League) by planting the seeds of sectarian division in Syria. “[S]ectarian loyalties were deliberately incited in order to prevent or suppress the rise of Arab nationalism,”40 which might have threatened French imperial interests. Despite the commitments of the League’s Covenant, the actual practices of the French Mandatory power were more illustrative of the now infamous divide and rule imperial policy that Britain also followed with devastating consequences in India.41 India was partitioned into two countries (India and Pakistan) and hundreds of thousands died in the riots that followed that decision.

Although there was little sense of nationalism in the country when the French Mandate in Syria began in 1920, there was a feeling of cultural identity grounded in the rich tapestry of influences going back thousands of years.42 A vital part of this cultural ethos was a tolerance and a mutual spirit of live and let live. Some of that vibrant tolerance outlasted the departure of the French in 1946. Diana Darke, an Oxford scholar of Arabic, was so taken with Syria that she decided to buy a house there and described this adventure in an interesting book.43 Prior to the present war, Darke commented that “Syria has a tradition of religious tolerance that is quite unusual in the Middle East . . . [r]eligion is considered a private and personal matter and no-one is judged on the basis of it.”44 Regrettably, now in 2017, the sectarian divide in Syria has become a chasm that appears daily to be widening. It is imperative for this study to formulate the nature and scope of this sectarian division and hopefully provide some insight into its origins under French imperial rule.

39 For an interesting summary of this complex series of maneuvers, see McHugo, supra note 25.
40 Van Dam, supra note 29, at 4.
41 Having won its ninety-year struggle against British imperial rule in 1947, India suffered the final indignity of being partitioned into a secular state India and an Islamic theocracy Pakistan. Millions of Muslims chose to remain in India and are there to this day, constituting 13.4% of the population, Indian Muslims now number approximately 170 million. Population of the World: India (2017), Live Population, http://www.livepopulation.com/country/india.html (last visited Dec. 9, 2017). The brutal consequences of divide and rule politics have resulted in a number of wars between India and Pakistan, the death of thousands in both countries and India is now subject to incessant fundamentalist terrorist attacks that it alleges emanate from Pakistan.
43 Darke, supra note 17.
44 Darke, supra note 24, at 21.
A researcher studying this area finds that statistical precision of any type is next to impossible as calculations, even official enumerations from this part of the world are notoriously unreliable and are at best guesstimates. Any researcher realizes very quickly that all statistics are tentative and that they vary with every source consulted. Allowing for a variety of available statistics and a consequent doubt about all of them, one can venture to make a few general comments. The first is that in Islamic sectarian terms, Syria has traditionally been predominantly Sunni, accounting for approximately 75% of the pre-war population.\(^{45}\) The Shi’a sect might constitute 10%.\(^ {46}\) Christians have comprised about 10% of the total, while Druze and Alawi minorities are thought to constitute the remaining 5%.\(^ {47}\) It has also been claimed that the Alawi are the largest religious minority in Syria, numbering between 12% and 20% of the population.\(^ {48}\) Syrian experience validates author Alia Malek’s observation that “[b]eing a minority is complex in any country, even one that is full of minority communities.”\(^ {49}\)

By 2011, when the uprising began, the overwhelming majority of Syria’s 22 million people were Arabs with a significant Kurdish minority, numbering approximately 8%.\(^ {50}\) “Most Kurds are nominally Sunni Muslim, but the Kurdish identity is based on ethnicity and cultural tradition rather than religion.”\(^ {51}\) In terms of economic leverage, it is important to note that Syria’s oil fields lie mainly in the Kurdish north-eastern region.\(^ {52}\) This community has taken a leading role in the present conflict against terrorist organizations like the so-called Islamic State (also called Daesh or ISIS or ISIL).

The Alawi minority, led by the ruling Assad family, is officially acknowledged to comprise 12% of the total population,\(^ {53}\) and more important, is clearly Syria’s most influential minority. Numerical guesses aside, the reality is that the Alawi minority, whatever its size in the population, constitutes a ruling group that has enjoyed political prominence, social influence and financial benefits since the accession to power in 1970 of Hafez al-Assad. This group has zealously supported the regime in the

\(^{46}\) Id.
\(^{47}\) DARKE, supra note 24, at 22.
\(^{48}\) DARKE, supra note 17, at 49.
\(^{50}\) ABBOUD, supra note 28, at 5.
\(^{51}\) DARKE, supra note 17, at 214–15.
\(^{52}\) Id. at 216.
\(^{53}\) Id. at 49.
instant crisis,\(^{54}\) and some of its members stand accused of participating vigorously in the alleged brutalization of other ethnic groups, with “some of the worst atrocities of the conflict . . . [being] committed by the shabiha, freewheeling armed gangs of largely Alawite thugs.”\(^ {55}\)

*****************************

It was the French Mandatory Power that acted with considerable zeal to undo the binding ties of millennia that had helped the people who inhabited Syria tolerate and welcome so much diversity and variety. Having succeeded in ousting nationalist Arab leader Emir Feisal who had briefly enjoyed the status of elected King of Syria,\(^ {56}\) the French set about arbitrarily to redraw geographical boundaries, to Syria’s detriment. Determined to fragment the country, the French Mandatory Power created the sovereign state of Lebanon.\(^ {57}\) The Hatay province was given away by the French to Turkey,\(^ {58}\) an action that still rankles with Syrians. Autonomous regions were also allotted to the Alawi and Druze minorities, thereby intensifying the latter’s focus on ethnic and sectarian identity.\(^ {59}\) John McHugo comments that “France . . . attempted to turn its Mandate into a patchwork quilt of semi-autonomous but dependant territories, over which it would retain overall control.”\(^ {60}\) The point was to emphasize a sectarian identity that would be detrimental to “a Syria-wide sense of national feeling.”\(^ {61}\) This was a classic example of the politics of divide and rule and is the genesis of the sectarian crisis presently destroying Syria.

While the population comprising the original Greater Syria may or may not have enjoyed a shared nationalistic feeling, the fact is that they had the foundations to succeed in that endeavor, had the French honestly implemented the Mandate. Because the vast majority of Syrians (recently approximately 85%\(^ {62}\)) are ethnically Arabs, Arabic is naturally the lingua
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franca of the region. An environment of mutual respect and tolerance had, with some exceptions, prevailed for centuries. While tribal loyalties and familial ties were very important, the city of one’s origin, the land of one’s ancestors, and the patriotic pride that grew from an appreciation for the rich cultural tradition left behind by those who had gone before were as well. All Syrians appreciated the wonderful monuments of the past that occupied so much of their homeland, whether these were mosques or Crusader castles, ancient bazaars, or Christian monasteries. Cultivation of those binding factors by the Mandatory Power would have generated a constructive nationalism, and Syria along with its neighbor Arab States might have enjoyed a vastly different and more peaceful history. Instead, Syrians were manipulated into identifying with concepts based on family, “clan, sect [and] geography.”63 It is evident that sect became the most significant and the most divisive factor.

Given the length constraints of this Article, this incursion into early Syrian history had necessarily to be brief. The purpose has been to explain those features of Syrian history that are relevant to the events now unfolding in the country. It is important to emphasize that the aim of these historical sections is definitely not to provide a comprehensive history of Syria.

***************

With the benefit of hindsight and the twenty/twenty vision it affords, one can discern the massive mistakes made by so many participants in this terrible tragedy that began in 2011. However, history will undoubtedly record that the greatest responsibility for the escalation of this crisis lies with Syria’s President whose reactions led to all the other degrees of escalation.

It is probably unlikely that Syria’s President Bashar al-Assad could have predicted that he would someday be part of so complicated a war when in more peaceful times he studied ophthalmology in England. Although a member of the minority Alawi clan, the Assad family and those it favored enjoyed a highly privileged status in Syria. It is important to understand how an overwhelmingly Sunni population came to be ruled by a minority leader who was able to establish such a tight dictatorship over the entire country.

The withdrawal of French soldiers and independence in 1946 enabled Syrians to continue to pursue political modernization and experiment with some form of democratic government under the leadership of President Shukri al-Quwwatli and the National Party. However, the country was beset with serious problems. The French had left the economy in tatters, and

63 ABOUD, supra note 28, at 19.
inflation had risen as high as 830%. In a very incisive and well-written history of the country, John McHugo has wondered whether Syria was after all a geographical expression at that time, “menaced from almost all points of the compass.” The competing ambitions of Turkey, Jordan, Palestine (much of which would become Israel) along with those of Egypt, Iraq, and Saudi Arabia served to ensure the fragility of Syrian democracy. As McHugo states, “these Arab states would exploit whatever divisions they could open up in Syrian society.” These factors coalesced to create a nearly ungovernable state particularly when political parties proliferated in number and their conflicting ambitions polarized an already-toxic environment. The Palestinian crisis and the proclamation of Israel as a nation-state in 1948 generated more upheaval in Syria.

Internally, the divide and rule policies of the French Mandatory Power had created a sense of sectarian identity that was antithetical to the concept of modern secular nationhood. Islam became a political presence with the Muslim Brotherhood’s entry into Syrian politics. This impact was felt in the new Constitution that made Islam the religion of the Head of State and Sharia the “main source” of legislation. Interestingly, it was not Islamic ideology that underpinned the demise of democracy and the rise of dictatorship in Syria. That was the singular accomplishment of an entirely novel political philosophy called Ba’athism. The name means ‘Resurrection’ or ‘Rebirth.’

Ba’athism was the brain child of two Damascenes, Michel Aflaq, a Greek Orthodox Christian, and his close friend Salah al-Din Bitar, a Sunni Muslim. They were both sons of Syrian corn merchants, who got the opportunity to study in Paris, returned to teach school in Damascus, and created an ideology dedicated to unity, freedom and socialism. These ideas took organizational form in 1947, with the creation of the Arab Ba’ath political party.

This ideology eventually exerted great influence over the military officer corps of Syria and prevailed in the bureaucracy and in parts of the
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The military officer corps was dominated by the Alawi minority, partly a result of French identity politics. The Alawis traditionally formed a majority of the population in Latakia, were historically inclined to rural pursuits like growing tobacco, suffered significant poverty, and had on occasion been compelled to send their daughters as indentured servants to serve the richer urban Sunni families. A military position afforded the sons of these impoverished Alawi peasants, a degree of social dignity and status, and a way to serve with honor.

Ba’athism appealed to more than disadvantaged minorities in Syria. Its calls for Arab unity and nationalism resonated across a wide part of the region. By the 1950’s, the Party was the second largest in Syria. A wave of pan-Arabism and the existence in Egypt of a charismatic leader, Gamal Abdel Nasser, impelled Syria to unify with Egypt in 1958 to create the United Arab Republic.

However, the enthusiasm diminished considerably as Nasser, suspicious of the Ba’ath party formally dissolved all political parties in Syria. He sought tighter restrictions on the Syrian economy, including extensive nationalization and high taxation that paid for heavily subsidized public benefits. This combination, in a very real sense, destroyed the nascent Syrian democracy. Nasser laid the foundations of personality-oriented dictatorship in Syria, following the template he pursued in his own country. He was revered, particularly by the poor in Egypt. Syrians were clearly not as enthused.

The union with Egypt was dissolved in 1961 following a successful military coup in Syria, an event which clearly demonstrated the extent to which the military had become politicized—always a danger sign for any democracy. The aftermath was precarious as Syria lurched from one coup to another.

The resuscitated Ba’ath Party, which had never won a general election in the brief ‘democratic’ era following independence, seized power in a bloodless military coup in 1963 and has governed Syria ever since. In the process, the idealistic goals of the founders became subsumed by the realities of governing when the pie was small, the demands were large, and the
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supporters of the regime looked for influence, retribution and in some cases, revenge. The priority was now to redress the class and power structures of centuries with “the placing of relatives, friends and people who came from the same small town or belonged to the same tribe or sect in government jobs.”81 Whether or not it was “authoritarianism-populism,”82 or just sheer cronyism, or both, will undoubtedly be debated for years to come. The lack of training and education of many of the new beneficiaries of Ba’ath political largesse assured Syria of a tortuous and “legendarily impenetrable bureaucracy,”83 which soon degenerated into a process of blatant corruption used to grease the wheels of this cumbersome system. In 2016, Transparency International ranked Syria a dismal 173 out of 176 countries in its global Corruption Perceptions Index.84

With the military in power, purges inevitably followed. This revolving door resulted in eight Defense Ministers and five Chiefs of Staff.85 The resulting changes in personnel and consequent low morale were further exacerbated by Israel’s spectacular victories during its pre-emptive strike against Arab States in June 1967. Syria suffered considerable humiliation with the loss of the strategically important Golan Heights to Israel—and to date, this territory has not been returned.

In one of those strange ironies, the Syrian Defense Minister deemed responsible for losing the Golan Heights eventually emerged as the victorious dictator who established a dynasty that rules Syria to this day. A former Air Force General, Hafez al-Assad, seized power in 1970 via a bloodless coup, claiming that it was merely a “corrective movement,” to put the Ba’ath Party back on track.86

Born in 1930, in Latakia province to a poor Alawi family, Hafez al-Assad attended a military academy in Homs, trained as an Air Force pilot in Russia,87 and became active in the Ba’ath Party. He rose quickly to become Defense Minister in 1966, before carrying out a successful coup four years later.88 At the time of his coup, the army was said to be 40% Alawi.89 He attempted to legitimize his rule with a referendum in 1971 that gave him a
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questionable 99% of the vote, after which he assumed the title of President.90 He ruled Syria with an iron hand till his death in 2000.91 The government has been called “an authoritarian regime that ruled Syria through a combination of repression and clientism.”92

Astute, highly intelligent, and motivated, Assad established the main pillars of an absolutist dictatorship, allowing no opposition. These included the creation of a vast security police apparatus that penetrated into every city, town, and neighborhood throughout the country. Author Wendy Pearlman commented that “parents reared children on the saying ‘Whisper, the walls have ears.’”93 Besides the regular police, Syrians were overseen by Party militias and “at least twelve overlapping security agencies.”94 One aspect of this police state was the infamous Mukhabarat that was notorious for its brutality95 and this group played a large role defending the regime during the 2011 uprising.

The second pillar was the Ba’ath Party, now no longer the legitimate policy-making and intellectual underpinning of government envisaged by Michel Aflaq, but instead, as Yassin-Kassab and Al-Shami explain, a vast “patronage machine, a vehicle for personal gain.”96 Continuing, these authors state:

Membership offered job opportunities and eased promotion and access to state funds. The party was also an organised proclaimer of the Assadist cult of personality. Grim statues of the Leader watched over squares and campuses; his name was painted on walls and hillsides.97

The Syrian bureaucracy proved its effectiveness as the vital third pillar of the Assad regime, reaching into every corner of Syrian life with a complex maze of rules, regulations, and requirements that could only be sidestepped by bribery and corruption. The bureaucracy bloated, as such institutions usually do around the world, to the point that during the 1980’s, almost a quarter of Syrians were employed in the public sector.98 Between the 1980’s
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and the commencement of the uprising, the Assad regime encouraged an affiliation between this bureaucracy and business elites, transforming Syria into a “capitalist economy characterized by cronyism.”

Most important of all was the military and with reorganization and an inflow of more Alawi supporters to important positions, Assad was assured of military loyalty and support. The system cleverly combined coercion with some benefits. It has aptly been called a system of “patronage politics.” The Alawi flourished most of all. As scholar Fouad Ajami explained, “the Alawis were invested in the regime and captured by it.”

The Syrian rural peasantry benefited from land grants. Urban dwellers found work in the ever-growing ranks of the bureaucracy, the security apparatus, and the military. A tacit “security bargain” enabled people to “live in relative peace, and businessmen could make money—so long as they kept out of politics.” Additionally, universities, the media, and the judiciary were under government control. On the positive side, literacy rates increased steadily and women were more free than in many other Muslim countries. As regards religion, while favoring Muslim minorities, particularly the Alawi, the regime was fairly tolerant and inclined toward a secular approach. In 1973, Assad dropped the requirement that the President had to be a Muslim.

Hafez al-Assad’s foreign policy can only be very briefly mentioned here. With characteristic shrewdness, he capitalized on Syria’s strategic importance in the Middle East to woo friendship and funding from the USSR and the revolutionary Shia government that took power in Iran after its 1979 revolution. While portraying himself a peace-maker, he participated with Egypt in the 1973 Yom Kippur war against Israel, but failed to regain the Golan Heights. Three years later, he intervened militarily in the Lebanese Civil War and established a Syrian presence that was not removed until Syrian troops withdrew in 2005. After fellow-Ba’athist Iraqi dictator
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Saddam Hussein invaded Kuwait in 1990, Assad joined the international coalition that waged Operation Desert Storm, defeated Saddam, and liberated Kuwait. Assad gained in prestige and international influence because he had picked the winning side.

The longevity of this dictatorship gave the country a façade of political stability, but this was largely an illusion. Urban uprisings were suppressed in 1973, 1980, and most brutally in 1982 when between 10,000 and 20,000 people were killed in Hama. After 1982, Syria “became a kingdom of silence, a realm of fear.”

Hafer al-Assad’s second son, Bashar (born in 1965), inherited the Presidency in 2000, after the Constitution was expediently amended (with respect to the minimum age provisions for any President) in order to allow the young thirty-four year old to take charge of Syria. Bashar’s older brother and the prospective Assad dynastic heir Basil, had died in a car accident in 1994. Bashar had trained to be an ophthalmologist, studied in London, acquired fluency in English and met and married an attractive British-Syrian woman, a banker named Asma, who is from a prominent Sunni family from Homs.

The new President, basking in an early glow of popularity, allowed a slight easing of restrictions on freedom of expression and on the media and a burst of public enthusiasm, now sadly termed the “Damascus Spring,” brought forth ideas on democracy and political reform. Political prisoners were released and civic groups, advocating for human rights were allowed to form. Dissident lawyer Haitham al-Maleh led the newly-created Human Rights Association in Syria.

For those who in the U.S. government of President Barak Obama who later doubted that Syrians were ever genuinely interested in democracy, the debates, discussions, forums, and writings unleashed during this brief Damascus Spring would have been enlightening. Like people everywhere,
the Syrians longed for an end to political repression, corruption, and the constant fear that haunted their every movement. There were public appeals for an end to the state of emergency that had prevailed for forty years.\textsuperscript{118} There was popular support for the rule of law, “including a recognition of political pluralism, freedom of assembly, the press and expression; and for the freedom of citizens to participate in the country’s development.”\textsuperscript{119} Many hopes were pinned on the popular young President to reform Syria even as he sought to modernize its institutions.

It was all too much for the government elites, particularly for those around the President who saw their entire comfortable existence imperiled by these calls for reform and attacks on patronage and bribery. “By autumn 2001, the Damascus Spring had turned to winter.”\textsuperscript{120} The movement was stifled, the reformers were arrested and the joyfully anticipated human rights failed to materialize. Later, the President referred to the Damascus Spring as a “pure media term with which the Syrian government does not deal.”\textsuperscript{121} He added: “It only deals with reality.”\textsuperscript{122}

Dealing with reality meant re-imposing the one effective means of social control—the prison system and its attendant horrors including widespread resort to torture.\textsuperscript{123} It is important to note that the Syrian government under Bashar al-Assad acceded to the United Nations Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment in 2004,\textsuperscript{124} while simultaneously allegedly detaining and beating and electrocuting unknown numbers in his prisons.\textsuperscript{125} In their study of this subject, authors Yassin-Kassab and Al-Shami explained that torturers could work with impunity as they were protected in Syria by Legal Decree No. 14, which “provides that ‘no legal action may be taken against General Intelligence [Division] employees for crimes committed in an official capacity.’”\textsuperscript{126} These authors added that in 2008, this law was extended to cover the entire police and security force.\textsuperscript{127} Clearly, for the Assad presidencies, accession to human rights conventions was an expedient action, taken cavalierly, possibly
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as a public relations maneuver and not intended for actual implementation. It is important to remember this point as we proceed to discuss the numerous violations of another U.N. treaty, the Convention on the Rights of the Child.

Length constraints in this Article preclude any detailed history of the internal and foreign policies of the Assad presidents. However, this exploration of the Damascus Spring is relevant in view of the 2011 Uprising. First, the earlier episode clearly shows a Syrian people longing for human rights, for freedom and for democratic systems and equally important, for a secular, pluralistic multi-cultural society. There is no reason to doubt that these ideals also motivated the early phases of the 2011 Uprising. Second, the Damascus Spring tragically reveals the inherent weakness of the opposition in Syria and thereby explains why this group failed in 2011. It appears that the Opposition primarily consisted of intellectuals, an elite that failed to produce either in 2000 or in 2011 one great leader who could become the voice of the entire oppressed nation. Additionally, successful revolts need an organizational and funding structure and the regime saw to it that the “opening up of political space for civil-society groups to form and operate was . . . severely restricted,” by insisting that licensing depended on approval by thirteen intelligence agencies as well as other government functionaries.128

Those groups that succeeded through this tortuous process functioned primarily as charity and humanitarian organizations, posing little threat to the regime. Arguably, the provision of charity became vital for many as the young President encouraged economic market reforms. The huge financial subsidy system was dismantled, price ceilings were lifted and public-sector monopolies were replaced with private sector entrepreneurship.129 Over the first decade of the Bashar al-Assad presidency, the results of these policies were disastrous for the Syrian people. By one estimate approximately 20% of the population endured life in slum villages.130 Youth unemployment rose to 48%.131 Over 30% of the population existed below the poverty line.132 The Syrian economy, so reliant on agriculture, also suffered from a drought that occurred for four years prior to the 2011 uprising.133 The one positive achievement of the Assad governments, namely the expansion of public education, only served to create qualified young people, many of whom lacked the means and family connections to acquire jobs in the
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establishment. “Ultimately, high levels of corruption, nepotism and bureaucratic inertia stifled Bashaar’s economic reforms.”

Regrettably, neither in 2000 nor in 2011 did Syria produce an opposition leader and political party who could capitalize (no pun intended) on these economic disasters to galvanize public reform and become a credible alternative to the regime. The Syrian people were understandably too ground down by so many years of repression. In a very real sense, even those who disliked the regime could not conceive pragmatically of a feasible and viable way to change their political system without submitting to egregious amounts of mass suffering. Absent effective unifying leadership, a coherent politically capable opposition party and facing a government that had no limits to its brutality, is it any wonder that Syrians could not gain their freedom either in 2000 or in 2011? Another critical factor required was extensive and effective external assistance, and this was also lacking.

Over its long tenure, the Assad regime had cultivated and created a supportive establishment that was strongly tied to the dictatorship and willing to go to any length to ensure its survival. Writing for The New Yorker, Joshua Hersh aptly commented that the Alawites backed the regime “because they are the regime; its demise would be their own.”

On the heels of the 1963 Ba’ath seizure of power, the Alawi were provided with scholarships, the chance to study abroad and enter the professions of law, medicine and teaching, engineering and diplomacy. This process of “Alawisation” brought considerable financial and other benefits to this formerly impoverished community. By one estimate, in 2011 about 80% of Alawis were state employees and they were astute enough to understand that if the regime fell their lives were in jeopardy.

We have seen how cavalierly the Syrian government ignored its international law commitments with respect to the Convention Against Torture. Briefly, the situation is similar with respect to the two core human rights treaties that presently serve as the global standard by which we assess governments worldwide. Syria acceded to both the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights on April 21, 1969. Along with some other
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countries, the Syrian government has made a mockery of its international law commitments to these important Covenants. So, it should come as no great surprise that it has violated so many provisions of the most widely-accepted international law treaty in history, the Convention of the Rights of the Child.

III. THE CONVENTION ON THE RIGHTS OF THE CHILD AND VIOLATIONS IN SYRIA

In 1989, it was famously called the “Magna Carta for children.” In fifty-four Articles, the signatories outlined a charter for children that, if ever implemented with the same enthusiasm with which it was endorsed, would have changed the world for the better. Ironically, although constantly violated, it is considered legally binding. Preferring to focus on the positive, the United Nations has pointed to the enhanced awareness of child rights globally, as evidenced by the proliferation of child commissioners, ombudspersons for children, mediators, and human rights commissioners, all seeking to serve the best interest of their young clientele.

This Convention is undoubtedly a brilliant creation, articulating the best ideals of human thought and civilization. Unfortunately, it has serious flaws and perhaps the most constructive way of assessing this document is to suggest that it is a crucial first step in serving the best interest of the child. Member States referred to and acknowledged the direction given by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which specified that “childhood is entitled to special care and assistance.” Children are protected from various forms of discrimination, and promised, as a cardinal
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requirement\footnote{Jyothi Kanics, Realizing the Rights of Undocumented Children in Europe, in CHILDREN WITHOUT A STATE: A GLOBAL HUMAN RIGHTS CHALLENGE 132 (Jacqueline Bhabha ed., 2011).} that their “best interests” will be a “primary consideration.”\footnote{Convention of the Rights of the Child, supra note 14, art. 3 ¶ 1.} States parties commit to the protection of children,\footnote{Id.} recognizing the child’s right to life,\footnote{Id. art. 6 ¶ 1.} to nationality,\footnote{Id. art. 7 ¶ 1.} and to a legally-recognized identity.\footnote{Id. art. 8 ¶¶ 1–2.} Additionally, children are provided with the right to free expression of opinion and particularly to be heard in administrative and judicial proceedings.\footnote{Id. art. 13 ¶ 1.} Freedom of thought, conscience, and religion are also endorsed,\footnote{Id. art. 14 ¶ 1.} although for these rights, there are public safety limitations.\footnote{Id. art. 14 ¶ 3.} Similar limits are placed on a child’s freedom of association and peaceful assembly.\footnote{Id.} Per international legal practice, the formulations of the Convention have to be integrated into the national legal systems of ratifying nations.\footnote{Tom O’Neill & Dawn Zinga, Introduction, in CHILDREN’S RIGHTS: MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACHES TO PARTICIPATION AND PROTECTION 16 (2008).}

In the Syrian context, almost all the progressive rights of children have been systematically and brutally violated during the instant crisis. Unfortunately, the civil war, aka proxy war, in Syria has made a mockery of the Convention and of a number of its most beneficial clauses. Any student of this subject must conclude with considerable regret that the Syrian crisis has resulted in the virtual shredding of almost the entire Convention. It is important to note that in Article 38, “States Parties undertake to respect and to ensure respect for rules of international humanitarian law applicable to them in armed conflicts which are relevant to the child.”\footnote{Convention on the Rights of the Child, supra note 14, art. 38.1.} United Nations investigations on behalf of the International Commission of Inquiry on Syria concluded in a searing Report that “Syrian children continue to be victims of violations by all warring parties. Continually exposed to unbearable levels of violence, they suffer from ongoing, multiple and...
frequently untreated trauma.” Also violated is Article 19, which commits States:

Parties to take all appropriate legislative, administrative, social and educational measures to protect the child from all forms of physical or mental violence, injury or abuse, neglect or negligent treatment, maltreatment or exploitation, including sexual abuse, while in the care of parent(s), legal guardian(s) or any other person who has the care of the child.

It is important to note that the Syrian Government is not the only entity that has committed serious crimes against children. Although Syrian children have been victimized by all combating groups, they have suffered severely at the hands of their own government. Its use of air power and bombs that target homes, hospitals, and schools has resulted in an unknown numbers of deaths of children and adults. Opposition areas have been under such severe bombardment that entire towns have been leveled. Children are not collateral damage in Syria, but are on occasion specifically victimized. The United Nations reported that in Aleppo “children were the subject of deliberate targeting by snipers.”

Equally horrifying are the ground-based attacks against civilians conducted by the multiplicity of terror organizations which have made Syria a base of operations. Numerous non-state actors involved in this multi-party war are guilty of egregious attacks against children. These include various groups including the Islamic State. All combatants stand accused of recruiting children by force, or by promising boys monthly salaries to become child soldiers.

The moral compass of various players in this crisis has clearly not pointed in the direction of protection for children. Article 22 of the Convention
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commits States Parties to protect and assist refugee children, whether accompanied by parents or unaccompanied (as too many are). The present migration crisis in Europe is part of the global impact of the Syrian war and some European states have been both remiss and cruel in reneging on the commitments they so enthusiastically made when they signed and ratified this Convention. An unknown number of Syrian children who have reached Europe either on their own or with family, have been victimized by a notorious rogue’s gallery of Europe-based criminals, people traffickers, smugglers, organ traffickers, sexual predators, and pedophiles who have all taken advantage of this terrible war and its impact on civilians. The exact number of missing Syrian children will probably never be known, but it is likely to be a large number, in the thousands, lost in Syria, neighboring countries, and in Europe. There has been no dearth of miscreants from many countries who have sought financial gain at the expense of the Syrian people, and particularly Syrian children.

Given the war situation that dominates every phase of Syrian existence, child rights to adequate health care, nutritious food, clean drinking water and other basic necessities, have all been systematically destroyed. These are all guaranteed in Article 24 of the Convention. Similarly, the right to education, so important for training the next generation, has been violated as schools in particular have been targeted for attack. By early 2016, over 3 million children in Syria were no longer regularly going to school, mainly because schools have been subjected to deliberate attack by the various warring groups.

Children have often had to become the family bread-winners, engaging in street begging or other forms of child labor, including prostitution, for survival. Given this glaring reality, the promises of the Convention sound quite bizarre and hollow. Article 32 commits States Parties to protect children from economic exploitation and hazardous work, and provides for national legislation to decree minimum ages for employment and regulation of working hours.
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The articles supposedly protecting children from being dragged into drug trafficking or being sexually exploited are quite weak, and needless to say, the Syrian situation has resulted in extremely serious violations in this regard. Similarly feeble is the clause against child trafficking, an issue that has become extremely serious as globally, criminals have leaped to take advantage of the plight of the Syrian refugees.

President Hafez al-Assad committed the Syrian government not to torture children per Article 37 of the instant Convention. His son, President Bashar al-Assad, has gained international notoriety for the alleged torture, arrest, detention and terrorizing of unknown numbers of adults and children. Similarly, the most extreme of the terrorist groups involved in this conflict, like Daesh, have also been accused of very serious physical assaults against children. United Nations investigators found that “ISIL continues to carry out indiscriminate attacks that result in the death of children.”

The Convention is weak with respect to the issue of accountability for violations and this is a crucial problem. While States may commit to wonderful and progressive measures in favor of human rights, there are no serious consequences if governments simply ignore the provisions. In 2016, the United Nations Independent International Commission of Inquiry on Syria grimly concluded that “[f]lagrant violations of human rights and international humanitarian law continue unabated, aggravated by blatant impunity.” In a very real sense, this problem confronts all the idealistic and eloquent formulations produced by the United Nations. The strength of any human rights measure must be gauged by its successful application during times of crisis. Having wonderful human rights conventions that are adhered to when
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Because the Convention “positions the nation state as the primary guarantor of those rights,” it leaves wide open the issue about the fate of children in the event that any State has to concentrate on the survival of its government or its sovereignty. Indeed, because the United Nations is plagued with a desperate need to secure consensus, often at the expense of doing what is morally right, Conventions like the one under scrutiny contain morally questionable clauses such as Article 38. This clause specifies that “in accordance with their obligations under international humanitarian law to protect the civilian population in armed conflicts, States Parties shall take all feasible measures to ensure protection and care of children who are affected by an armed conflict.” It appears that in the Syrian situation, ‘feasible measures’ have been hard to find. The intensive research for this Article demonstrates that the international community is still very “far from having achieved the child-friendly world that is promised by the Convention.”

The absence of clear provisions for accountability leaves an altogether too heavy burden on the Committee on the Rights of the Child, a group of ten elected experts tasked with monitoring the observance of the Convention. The process is one of periodic self-reporting by Member Nations to the Committee which in turn reports to the General Assembly. In an ideal world the Committee’s remit, if implemented by all States that so enthusiastically ratified the Convention, would ensure great improvement for millions of children. Specifically, the Committee has attempted to prepare a comprehensive national agenda for children; to develop permanent means for coordinating multi-sectoral government actions; to ensure compatibility between the Convention’s clauses and national legislation; to raise the visibility of children; to ensure that budgetary priorities include effective allocation for child needs; to collect and disseminate data, particularly on the plight of children; to provide training on appropriate implementation measures; to promote child rights by establishing national monitoring bodies
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such as ombudsperson offices and to involve children; and to raise children’s awareness and participation in these activities on their behalf.\textsuperscript{182} In some countries there have been improved conditions for children, but as the Syrian example demonstrates, the strength of a human rights formulation has to be assessed in times of crisis when the protection is most needed and sadly, usually denied.

Finally, it is also important to note that although this Convention has been lauded for its near-universal endorsement by the global community, a number of states made reservations of various types to the provisions. However, that subject is outside the remit of the instant Article.

***************

Three Protocols have been accepted and attached to this Convention to deal with issues that are of considerable importance for children.\textsuperscript{183} The first and second Protocols were adopted in 2000, and came into force two years later. They deal with the involvement of children in armed conflict and the sale of children, and child prostitution, and pornography, respectively.\textsuperscript{184} The first Protocol addresses the problem of children being recruited to serve as soldiers and urges states to legally criminalize such activity.\textsuperscript{185} U.N. investigations have already concluded that the Syrian government has violated this Protocol by using children in pro-government militias.\textsuperscript{186}

The second Protocol attempts to protect children from commercial sexual exploitation.\textsuperscript{187} UNICEF estimated that annually over a million children, particularly girls were drawn into the sex trade.\textsuperscript{188} All governments are required to criminalize and prosecute the perpetrators with heavy penalties.\textsuperscript{189}

The third Protocol, entered into force in 2014, and establishes a mechanism whereby complaints on violations of children’s rights can be
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presented to the monitoring Committee.\textsuperscript{190} This provision effectively brought the Convention in line with other notable human rights instruments in providing for a process of individual complaints.\textsuperscript{191}

***************

Despite the rapid near-universal acceptance of this Convention, the progress toward that final stage was slow, arduous, laborious, and even tortuous as United Nations discussions tend to be. The search for universal agreement in a world filled with sovereign nation states can be a very difficult process. Hence the near-universal acceptance of the Child Rights Convention is a very significant achievement in international cooperation.

IV. SELECTED INTERNATIONAL FORMULATIONS CONCERNING CHILDREN

Although they can be legally binding and constitute a significant part of international law, it is important to remember that United Nations’ human rights instruments are essentially statements of aspirational ideals, and—particularly in dictatorships—can be perceived as not particularly obligatory commitments. Even when they are deemed legally binding, their implementation is in the hands of those whose self-interest dictates on occasion a preference for the commission of violations. War in the twenty-first century is as barbaric as war has ever been. Regrettably, the weaponry is now technologically more efficient than in the past. When dictators wage war, particularly as in Syria, against their own people, the niceties of international law are frequently tossed aside.

It would be unfair to blame the United Nations for the failures of its Member States. Contrary to a widely-held public opinion, the United Nations is not a world government. It has no sovereign authority and is only as strong as its Members will allow it to be. Nowhere is this more visibly evident than in the many failures of the Security Council where the five victor states of World War II accorded themselves the veto power\textsuperscript{192} in order to control forever the activities of the world organization.

Where the United Nations excels is as a forum for the articulation of world public opinion. It also plays a significant role in preparing and publishing an avalanche of documents and excellent reports chronicling violations of human rights, deprivations that afflict communities,
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brutalization of minorities and so on. If the United Nations cannot yet direct the world’s governments to behave respectfully toward their nationals and towards each other, it at least documents infractions, brings them to public notice, and highlights the injustices being suffered. In that sense, its critical role is to be the moral conscience of the world. If global leaders choose only to pay lip service to this conscience, that cannot be the fault of the world organization.

There are of course United Nations agencies that do very worthwhile humanitarian work, for instance, taking care of hungry children and refugees. United Nations personnel often work in dangerous conditions, to bring medical care and aid to remote communities. One can only laud the work of UNICEF in doing all it can to fulfill its mandate on behalf of the world’s children. The focus of the instant Article is, however, on some of the activities at the world organization, primarily at its Headquarters in New York.

***************

This barbaric notion of fighting wars as a means of settling differences of opinion, ideology, religion, and the like will forever mar the reputation of the human species. Having worked hard to create, civilize, build, develop and improve their quality of life, human beings resort for the most trivial of reasons to engage in an orgy of destruction that spares no one and nothing. At the end of this exercise in self-annihilation, the involved members of the species engage in a frenetic search for peaceful resolutions, restitution for the victors, mea culpas, and sometimes reparations from the defeated, and a few years later, the former enemies often become allies. The twentieth century twice witnessed the globalization of this war phenomenon, and thereafter human beings engaged in proxy wars where localized combatants in client states fought in service of rich and powerful patron states who provided weapons and money. The amount of human suffering was enormous and the scale of destruction significant.

The largest number of victims was inevitably civilians, men, women, and children who got caught between combating sides, regardless of whether the venue was in Asia, Africa, or Latin America. The particularly heavy toll of women and children in so many wars led the U.N. General Assembly as early as 1974 to issue a Declaration prohibiting attacks and bombings of civilians, as well as acts of torture and violence against women and children.193

One constructive consequence of these terrible conflicts has been the recognition that charters of human rights need to be in place as an important

standard of ideals and principles that all nations ought to follow. Deviations during crisis can no longer be permitted, and for such violators there must be a deterrent—national or international justice and severe penalties. It is beyond the remit and allowable length of this Article to explore all these international instruments. The emphasis will be on highlighting a few of those statements of principle, some of which inspired and led the world to the formulation of the Convention on the Rights of the Child.

********************

The horrors of the First World War inspired the Geneva Declaration of the Rights of the Child, which was adopted in 1924 by the League of Nations, the international body that preceded the United Nations. Acknowledging that “mankind owes to the Child the best that it has to give,” this Declaration made fulfillment of specific obligations a duty. Member States pledged to provide for the material and spiritual development of children; to provide help for hungry, sick, disabled, delinquent and orphaned children; to have primacy for receiving relief in times of distress; to provide the means to earn a livelihood, protection from exploitation; and, to foster an upbringing focused on social responsibility.

All these fine ideals remained dormant when the world engaged in the sequel, World War II where the number of civilian deaths cannot even be accurately estimated. Conservative estimates place that number at 45 million, but the reality is probably far worse. The holocaust, largely affecting Jews in Europe, was a significant example of the egregious cruelty that human beings can demonstrate. Following the war, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights which was adopted by the United Nations in 1948, enunciated the importance of “special care and assistance” for children.

The establishment in 1946 of the United Nations Children’s Emergency Fund (UNICEF) provided a huge boost to the cause of child rights. Having successfully addressed the issue of post-war famine in Europe, this
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organization continued and expanded its scope globally providing care and aid to thousands of children, particularly those suffering in war-torn countries. By 1953, UNICEF’s mandate was extended indefinitely and in 1965, this Organization received the prestigious Nobel Peace Prize.200

By 1959, the General Assembly adopted a document of ten principles which formed the foundation of the Convention on the Rights of the Child.201 Although not legally binding,202 the Declaration is an eloquent statement, providing that “mankind owes to the child the best it has to give.”203 The ten principles enunciate that all children are entitled to non-discrimination, special protection, nationality, social security, physical needs like nutrition and medical care, special treatment for the handicapped child, a caring environment, including where necessary financial support, education, primacy in receiving relief care, and freedom from exploitation including unsafe working conditions. The principles invoke minimum working ages and encourage social responsibility.204

In 1978, these eloquent but non-binding principles inspired the Polish delegation at the United Nations to present a draft proposal for a Convention that reflected the research and work of Dr. Janusz Korczak, an author and educator.205 It took eleven years of the usual United Nations debating, discussing, wrangling and haggling to create an acceptable Convention that met the United Nations test of consensus.206 Inevitably, there had to be a great deal of political compromise to achieve near unanimity.207 Given the disparate opinions in a world still dominated by the notion of sovereign states, the strong endorsement for this Convention was a real achievement.

By 1990, concern for the welfare of children was being expressed by human rights advocates across the planet. That year, following the near-universal adoption of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, a global Summit resulted in the acceptance by seventy-one States of a plan of action
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that emphasized the principle of “first call for children” with respect to resource allocation.\textsuperscript{208}

At time of writing, all Member States, with the exception of the United States of America, have ratified this Convention.\textsuperscript{209} Even though the Convention may often be honored more in the breach than by implementation, it is still regarded as the most widely accepted of all human rights instruments and by that standard alone has to be considered “the most successful document in U.N. history.”\textsuperscript{210} It is also important for its comprehensive coverage in that it is the “first legally binding international document to recognize the civil, political, economic, social, and cultural rights of children.”\textsuperscript{211}

In 1994, the U.N. Secretary-General appointed child rights advocate, Ms. Graca Machel, to investigate and report on the impact of armed conflict on children.\textsuperscript{212} Lauded as a “seminal study,”\textsuperscript{213} her Report, which was published in 1996,\textsuperscript{214} demonstrated that the adverse conditions affecting children caught in conflict zones have prevailed for years. Length constraints preclude a detailed study of the Report in this Article. Suffice it to say that the instant situation concerning Syrian children is by no means unique and similar horrors have been and continue to be inflicted on young people in numerous countries.\textsuperscript{215}

**********************

There can be little doubt that the United Nations excels at revealing and exposing violations in many countries. This task results in generating world public opinion and this is a great achievement. Hopefully, someday, the
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enhanced awareness of the chasm between eloquent formulations and reality will lead to an insistence that this divide be bridged with meaningful accountability provisions that will act as a deterrent to violators. Although barbaric wars continue, the world is already moving in the direction of holding violators responsible and bringing some justice for victims. That trend must be universally encouraged.

V. THE UPRISING IN SYRIA: DARA'A

It has aptly been stated that there “was no single cause of the Syrian uprising. The conflation of social, economic, and political factors alongside the breakdown of a culture of fear in the country all contributed to the protest movement.”216 It is now common knowledge that the popular protests that came to be known as the Arab Spring originated in December 2010 in Tunisia with the tragic self-immolation of produce-vendor Mohammed Bouazizi, who reacted to injustice and harassment by local authorities.217 That single act was the catalyst that ignited a region-wide revolt and led to the spectacular toppling of dictatorships in Tunisia, Egypt, and Libya. Public discontent sparked off demonstrations in Jordan, Algeria, Yemen, Bahrain, and Oman.218 As regards Syria, Bashar al-Assad expressed confidence to the Wall Street Journal, that the “close ideological links between the government and the people” in Syria precluded a uprising.219 He “lived in a political cocoon . . . absolutely convinced that he was immune from the Arab Spring. He believed his own public relations propaganda that Syrians would never rebel against a pan-Arabist, anti-Israel, anti-imperialist fighter like himself.”220 He was at the very least mistaken, and possibly believed that his personal popularity precluded a protest movement.

Despite his public denial of any possibility of a revolution in Syria, Assad took no chances when nonviolent demonstrations began. His quick and ruthless reaction to peaceful protesters lies in the possible fear he felt when he realized that the Tunisian and Egyptian regimes had fallen very rapidly. Additionally, the horrible public death on October 20, 2011 of Libyan dictator Muammar Gaddafi at the hands of an angry mob may have terrified Assad about his own likely fate, should his government fall. If his regime collapsed, his options ranged from a humiliating public execution at the hands of enraged Syrians to an internationally-organized trial for crimes
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against humanity. Neither option was desirable. Far better, he probably reasoned, to stick it out and risk destroying his country in order to save his rule. Self-preservation is, after all, a powerful motivator for any dictator. He regretfully forsook his early popularity with the country as a whole and allegedly allowed functionaries like his state police, the Mukhabarat, and worse the militants, the Shabiha to exert power on and harass the people. This turned out to be a very serious mistake as it was such activities that turned peaceful protesters into revolutionary militants.

The Syrian uprising was begun by children, was initially proclaimed by children and its first tortured martyrs were children. Although there were scattered protests in January and February 2011, the popular revolt really “took off” in March221 with events that unfolded in Daraa, a mainly Sunni southern town, focused on agriculture,222 and located near the Jordanian border.223 Daraa was “the spark from which the Syrian uprising first erupted.”224 Arguably, Daraa was ripe for unrest. A multi-year crippling drought had decimated agriculture in some parts of Syria.225 The result was that thousands of displaced people had crowded into towns like Daraa,226 which was already one of the poorest areas in Syria,227 straining the infrastructure and adding to simmering tension.

Because of length constraints in this Article, a decision was made to focus in some detail on events in Daraa in order to provide an in-depth view of the early stages of this revolt and not simply list off the particulars of demonstrations in various parts of Syria. City by city information is easily available from a variety of sources.

As we have seen, the Arab spring began with the self-immolation in December 2010 of Mohammad Bouazizi,228 a much-harassed produce vendor in Tunisia and spread rapidly through vast parts of the Arab world. These cascading events had a domino effect that eventually reached Syria and in particular, Daraa. The astounding revolts occurring in Tunisia and Egypt
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were widely publicized and were seen on television through much of the Arab world.229

Although accounts about this iconic event in Daraa vary somewhat, the facts appear to be that one day, approximately fifteen school children, all boys under fifteen years old,230 wrote graffiti slogans on walls. These children, some as young as nine, wrote their demand for the end of the political regime on the walls of their school.231 The children were inspired by and mimicking the televised slogans that were then popular in many parts of the Arab world. One Daraa slogan read, “Now it is your turn, Doctor,” referring to their ophthalmologist turned President.232 Another said: “Down with the regime.”233 The children also wrote “Down with corruption.”234 Clearly, “it was just a prank,”235 an incident that would in any democratic country have resulted in at best a scolding from the school authorities and at worst a charge of vandalism which would have been suspended, given the youth of the ‘offenders.’

The Orwellian nature of the Syrian regime can be discerned from its reaction to this childish prank. The children were arrested, taken to Damascus to be interrogated, and by most accounts, brutally tortured.236 It appears that the youngsters’ fingernails were ripped out,237 and they were beaten by police.238

Distraught parents placed responsibility for their missing children on the Daraa Head of Political Security, Atef Najib, who happened to be a cousin of President Bashar Assad.239 As the emotional temperature of Daraa increased, finding out precisely what occurred becomes quite difficult for the researcher. In Daraa, as days passed by and the anxiety of parents rose, the only option was to do what would have been unthinkable, to protest and demand the release of their children. Rafik Schami explained that this torture and violation against children was “the straw that broke the camel’s back” in Syria.240 Thousands protested against the actions of the Security
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chief in Daraa and at least four were shot dead. The demands escalated from release of the children to the removal of Najib, including anger about a variety of grievances: “emergency laws, poor socioeconomic conditions, corruption, police brutality, and arbitrary detention.” The Daraa momentum spread to Damascus, Aleppo, Hama, and other towns and cities in Syria. A childish prank in Daraa had become an iconic event for the Syrian uprising.

Daraa became a microcosm of the entire Syrian revolt. By early May 2011, residents claimed that almost all males above the age of fifteen had been arrested by security forces. As the protests continued, the toll of wounded and dead rose. Security forces, unleashed from any concepts of restraint, occupied hospitals and detained or shot any wounded protesters who came for medical treatment. Additionally, the authorities cut cell phone service, internet access, electricity, and water, and let the people starve. Dozens of homes were destroyed. In a powerful account of this phase of the revolt, Syrian journalist, writer and mother, Samar Yazbek concluded, “Of course, it is obvious that the regime wants to teach all of Syria a lesson through Dar’a, even if they have to exterminate every last person in the process.” Yazbek’s memoir includes eyewitness accounts from participants in the revolt, one of whom commented that the regime had turned Daraa into a “giant prison.” This witness added that most of the victims were boys between fifteen and sixteen years old and commented, “Their moustaches were just starting to grow, it was like fuzz. They were just children and they were shot in the head or in the chest.”

In fairness, it must be stated that there were some attempts by the regime to conciliate the people. President Assad ordered the release of the children, promised justice for the bereaved and sent the families his condolences.

The local governor, Faysal Kalthum, was held responsible for the escalation,
and was fired. Assad also terminated the reviled state of emergency, revised the constitution, and released some political prisoners. It was however, too little, too late. No regime that combined ruthless repression with limited actions of reform could hope to quell so much rage. The protesters, angered by the spate of continued regime killings of unarmed civilians, retaliated by attacking the headquarters of the ruling Baath Party, and other buildings.

Unfortunately, the pent-up fury of forty-one years under a government that had imposed a permanent state of emergency on the country exploded in violence against regime structures. This provided the government with the opportunity to articulate a propaganda spin campaign that portrayed the demonstrators demanding freedom as foreign-sponsored agitators, eager to establish an Islamist state, something that the intensive research for this Article establishes was totally fictitious with respect to the early phases of the uprising.

President Assad hoped above all to convince the majority of his people that he was the only force standing between them and either total chaos or an Islamist state. Assad probably feared the initial democratically-inclined protesters more than any other element because had they succeeded they could have become a desirable alternative to his rule. He demonstrated keen political acuity in ensuring that the protesters could not wage nonviolent revolution as the Indian people had under Mohandas Gandhi so many years earlier. Nonviolence would have deprived Assad of the justification he sought for his own resort to violence. He probably calculated that the destruction of any peaceful protest movement and its conversion to an armed uprising was worth the price of ignominy that would attach to his rule. He may well have figured that violating every human right imaginable and earning global disrepute was the price he had to pay to remain in power. He paid the price in popular support and, to date, remains in power.

It does appear that very early, many protestors wanted to peacefully reform the system. Regime change was not an issue at that starting stage.
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However, clearly, a sustained commitment to nonviolence requires patience, discipline and excellent leadership committed to that principle. Author Reese Erlich comments that “Syrian demonstrators never adopted a Gandhi-style campaign of nonviolent civil disobedience. When government forces fired live ammunition into crowds, the protestors hurled rocks.”

Unfortunately, the diffuse, decentralized nature of the Opposition allowed for the incursion of multiple groups with a variety of methods and ideologies and, in the absence of coherent and unifying leadership, Assad could declare himself the only viable alternative to chaos.

Declaring the freedom protesters to be terrorists, he concentrated his fire power on destroying them and thereby is alleged to have enabled and facilitated the real terrorists like ISIS and other radical groups to enter Syria, seize territory, and impose a form of rule that is alien to the modern world. By framing the official propaganda against the Opposition in sectarian terms, Assad sought and to a large extent succeeded in destroying any hope of unity within the freedom/democracy/liberty groups that had initially protested peacefully. He was even accused by some of his opponents of facilitating the conversion of democratic and secular protests into a sectarian uprising by “intentionally releasing Islamic extremists from jail in hopes they would take up a divisive armed struggle.”

Self-preservation is a mighty motivating force where dictators are concerned. Seeing the speed with which the totalitarian regimes of Tunisia and Egypt fell when confronted by thousands of angry protesters, Assad and his supporters were determined not to let go of their grip on Syria. Syrians reading graffiti scribbled on walls by loyalists saw the following warning: “Assad or we burn down the country.”

Assad’s miscalculation was in oppressing Syrians while simultaneously wooing them. Having for years been accustomed to terrorizing the citizens, the Syrian establishment could not understand, accept, or even comprehend that this time the people had had enough and had found a unified voice in their anger that arose when children were tortured. Resistance in Daraa appears to have struck a sensitive nerve in the regime for the punitive actions against this town were extremely severe indeed. As Diana Darke aptly commented: “Violence is the default setting of the Assad regime.”
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On April 25 at dawn, a fleet of tanks invaded Daraa and they fired right into homes.\(^{266}\) Eventually there were “[h]undreds of tanks, every intersection in every neighbourhood . . . had a tank.”\(^{267}\) The President’s younger brother, Maher, commanded an army division whose troops also entered the town.\(^{268}\) The results were truly horrifying.

Snipers prevented ambulances from reaching the injured. Soldiers arrested medical personnel, set fire to pharmacies and prevented medical supplies from entering the city. The power outage had disabled the morgue, so the accumulating corpses were being stored in grocery refrigerators run on generators.\(^{269}\)

Although the catalyst for revolt in Daraa sprang from a local incident, these grievances “resonated throughout Syria because of their underlying causes which affected all Syrians.”\(^{270}\) The amalgam of political, social, and economic grievances, might have been subject to negotiation had the regime not continued its penchant for killing and torturing men, women and children.

Just as the catalyst for revolt involved the childish prank of scribbling graffiti, the turning point could have been the barbaric treatment of a thirteen-year old boy from Daraa. His name was Hamza al-Khateeb and he was participating with his family in a demonstration on April 29, 2011, when during the ensuing gunfire he got separated from his family.\(^{271}\) A month later his body was returned to his family, “burned, shot and castrated.”\(^{272}\) The child had apparently been arrested at the march by Air Force Intelligence and his battered young body\(^{273}\) left little doubt that his fate was meant as a warning to all the citizens of Daraa who defied the regime. The government denied that Hamza had been tortured and even provided an autopsy report to that effect, and the President visited the family to express his condolences.\(^{274}\) Physicians explained that the wounds on the child were
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inflicted post-mortem, leading author Alia Malek to comment that it “was a master class in how to hear, read, and speak this coded language, the one that exists between dictator and dictated.”

Hamza’s sacrifice has been a rallying-cry and an inspiration for many Syrians. The prominent Syrian cartoonist Ali Ferzat recounted how one of his political cartoons resulted in a vicious attack in August 2011 when a pro-regime thug broke his hands. Ferzat commented that he was humbled by the suffering of Hamza and those like him who were sacrificing their lives for freedom.

According to authors Yassin-Kassab and Al-Shami, leaked videos also surfaced depicting the dreaded Mukhabarat (Military Intelligence Directorate) “taunting, whipping and even electrocuting even primary school-aged children.”

This in-depth view of Daraa and events in that town was not meant to deal with every incident that has occurred there either chronologically or historically. Rather, the point is to demonstrate how Daraa serves as a microcosm of the situation in various parts of Syria. By extrapolating the Daraa situation, one can acquire a reasonable idea of the main issues in the Syrian crisis, namely political oppression, economic deprivation, social discrimination, and consequent societal disintegration. Daraa is above all also iconic because this is where Syria’s first child martyrs suffered their gruesome fate. In terms of the remit of this Article, there can be no doubt that the regime brazenly violated human rights and continues with impunity thus far to do so. If there are lessons to be learned from the Syrian tragedy, one imperative is for the world community to figure out a way to increase the scope of accountability for all those who rule countries and feel they can freely do as they wish to the citizens.

As the Syrian war, now part of a global crisis, continues at time of writing, it is not easy to speculate on what the outcome might be. By butchering peaceful protestors in Daraa, the President placed himself in an untenable position. As the killing by his security forces and government-hired militants, the Shabiha, continued, his own tenure on power became more insecure. The brutalization, particularly of the schoolboys and young Hamza, polarized public opinion all over Syria, generated revulsion and anger in the world and turned those young schoolboy pranksters and Hamza into icons and martyrs of this tragedy.
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It is interesting to note that the icons in Syria have largely been children. Fortunately, one Syrian seven-year old girl named Bana Alabed, also an iconic figure in this terrible tragedy, managed to survive and escape with her mother to Turkey. Bana became famous when she went online to chronicle the suffering of people in her home town Aleppo. Calling it the “city of death,” Bana wrote to U.S. President Donald Trump asking him to save the people of Syria.\footnote{Conor Gaffey, Syrian Twitter Girl Bana Alabed Asks Donald Trump To ‘Save Children of Syria,’ NEWSWEEK (Jan. 25, 2017), http://www.newsweek.com/syrian-twitter-bana-alabed-letter-donald-trump-save-children-syria-547918.}

VI. ESCALATION OF THE REVOLT

“Destoying something is easy—that is quick. But building something up again—that takes generations.” Abu Ashraf\footnote{Darke, supra note 17, at 230 (quoting Abu Ashraf).}

With the escalation of the revolt across Syria, it became clear that the people, although weak in organization, lacking adequate weaponry, and unable to garner effective external support, were still ignited by their individual and collective grievances. In an interesting study of the crisis, author Samer N. Abboud explained that there “was no common demographic (young/old), religious (Sunni/minority or secular/religious), social (urban, rural) or economic (upper/lower class) background to the protesters.”\footnote{Abboud, supra note 28, at 66.}

“What started as a peaceful revolution was fully militarized by the summer of 2012,”\footnote{Syria Speaks: Art and Culture From the Frontline, supra note 276, at ix.} and had morphed into a bloody civil war. Harvard scholar, David Armitage, commented succinctly that “no form of war is more nominally contentious than civil war.”\footnote{David Armitage, Civil Wars: A History in Ideas 233 (2017).}

It is also clear from this research, especially into U.N. sources, that children were present during many of the anti-government protests that occurred in the first phase of the uprising between 2011 and 2012. Those early marches popularized the protesters’ slogan “One, one, one: The Syrian people are one,”\footnote{Hassan Abbas, Between the Cultures of Sectarianism and Citizenship, in Syria Speaks: Art and Culture From the Frontline, supra note 276, at 53.} emphasizing the non-sectarian perspective.

As the revolt spread, more and more children lost their lives. It is not clear whether the children were present on their own or whether their parents brought them to the demonstrations to witness history being made. It was probably a combination of both. The Secretary-General reported that children were injured or killed by government forces, including the infamous...
roof snipers in Daraa, Homs, Idlib, Aleppo, Damascus, Hama, and Deir ez-Zor.\textsuperscript{284} To provide one example of these ubiquitous massacres, the United Nations concluded that in May 2012, security forces killed 100 civilians, half of them children.\textsuperscript{285} By 2016, matters had deteriorated to such an extent that U.N. Emergency Relief Coordinator, Stephen O’Brien described the situation in the ancient city of Aleppo as a “slaughterhouse.”\textsuperscript{286}

The government targeted Syrian adults and children indiscriminately with expanding bullets and thermobaric bombs (in Aleppo), which destroyed entire blocks of residential dwellings; conducted house-to-house searches that resulted in the indiscriminate killing and maiming of children; shot and massacred entire families including young children; dispatched ground-to-ground missiles and dropped barrel bombs on civilian areas; conducted air strikes against villages and cities; and, even launched air warfare against camps near the Turkish border that housed displaced civilians.\textsuperscript{287} Clearly, there were no limits envisaged by the Syrian regime in its conduct of warfare against its own people. Even the public shouting of the ubiquitous prayer “Allahu Akbar” became an anti-regime provocation.\textsuperscript{288}

It is important to note that decades earlier, the U.N. General Assembly (in 1974) had deemed this type of repression a criminal measure. “All forms of repression and cruel and inhuman treatment of women and children, including imprisonment, torture, shooting, mass arrests, collective punishment, destruction of dwellings and forcible eviction, committed by belligerents in the course of military operations . . . shall be considered criminal.”\textsuperscript{289}

***************

Should President Assad ever face either Syrian or international justice, it may well be mentioned that Syria had signed the Convention (IV) Relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War—the Geneva
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Convention—in 1949 and had ratified that document in 1953. Inter alia, this agreement called for the protection of children who were orphaned or separated from their families. Syria had also agreed not to cause the physical suffering of protected persons, including a prohibition against murder, torture, corporal punishment and mutilation, applied either by civilian or military agents, which could clearly implicate the Shabiha.

***********************

It is also significant that the initial peaceful protests were not aimed at destruction of the regime. The demand was for some type of democracy, for freedom, and for an easing of the numerous restrictions imposed by the hated Emergency that had been imposed on the Syrian people since 1963. Decades under emergency rule had cowed most of the people and deprived them of an opportunity to know the basics about staging any type of revolt. As student demonstrator, Mohammed Kadalah admitted: “We had no previous experience with demonstrations.” The protesters relied on their social media skills to spread the word about events in Syria. They took selfies, holding up banners protesting the regime. They also produced leaflets and even wrote “Down with Assad” on hundreds of ping-pong balls and then rolled these down the streets. They were clearly no match for a regime that was more than experienced in the use of violence to intimidate and terrorize its population.

The massive attacks perpetrated by the government and particularly its militias—the Shabiha—hardened and polarized positions. Writing for Chatham House, Mazen Ezzi commented that the Syrian regime had “delegated a large swath of its powers to loyal militias, entrusting them with preserving security, representing the regime and handling the day-to-day affairs of local communities.” This led to an orgy of violence, murder,
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kidnapping and extortion,\textsuperscript{298} all of it affecting civilian life. Any reasonable outsider can only wonder how President Assad expects such actions against his own people to result in the long-term survival of his regime.

Students of dictatorship have often concentrated on the dysfunctional aspects of such regimes, particularly when analyzing civil wars. It is possibly a mistake to deem the Assad regime dysfunctional. Its very success thus far belies that idea. However, as authors Gary A. Haugen and Victor Boutros have suggested in an incisive study of poverty and violence: “Dysfunction is rarely random; it is driven by assumptions, motivations, fears, and calculations which are quite purposeful and rational for the people working inside the system.”\textsuperscript{299} This may be the dominant mindset in the Syrian regime. It is a very deliberate exercise of authoritarianism with the singular aim of self-preservation. Whether this regime will continue once the war is over will depend on the international community’s need to seek redress for the Syrian victims.

Given the Syrian situation, a Gandhian, non-violent civil disobedience movement as had occurred earlier in India was not deemed an option in Syria. The “rebels” militarized and mobilized into a Free Syrian Army (FSA) in July 2011, which came on the heels of the Opposition formalizing itself politically into the short-lived Syrian National Council.\textsuperscript{300} Local committees were also created to undertake basic administration. The FSA did enjoy some success but was increasingly side-lined and marginalized. Drawn from ordinary people, armed with the most basic weapons, the FSA was up against an organized military force that did not hesitate to use tanks and planes against civilians.\textsuperscript{301} As author V.P. Haran explains, being “a disparate lot,” the Opposition “lacked cohesion, credibility and a common program of action.”\textsuperscript{302} Syrian author Samar Yazbek commented that this “Army” covered an “extremely diverse set of groups, with varying characteristics and attitudes—from the cruel to the compassionate.”\textsuperscript{303} There
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was simply no one person or idea or issue that could unify all those who opposed the regime. That was its fatal flaw.

The Syrian crisis also became a magnet for radical external forces, eager to use the country as a canvas on which to create their own picture of an ideal system. An ironic lucky break for the Assad regime—a plethora of groups hastened to constitute themselves as being formally opposed to his government, numbering 1,000 different entities by one estimate, each one pursuing a separate ideology and methodology. All the groups vied for military and financial aid from external backers but such aid often came with dangerous ideological strings attached.

Saudi Arabia saw the Syrian crisis as a golden opportunity to further its own theological ambitions and liberally funded and armed opposition groups that declared themselves aligned with its ultra conservative version of Islam—Wahabism. Secular public opinion in the Arab world did not take kindly to the Saudi involvement in Syria nor to its friendly relationship with the United States. As Arab humorist and satirist Bassem Youssef wryly commented, “America goes along with it as long as they pump out the oil as fast as they pump the hate.”

Saudi Arabia and the State of Qatar favored support for the Opposition to overthrow the Syrian regime, and, accordingly, also persuaded the Arab League to suspend Syria in 2011. Both countries were generous in funding Islamist groups and, as a consequence, hundreds of jihadis from across the world entered Syria to join the fray. These groups of militants pursued a strictly sectarian agenda, in line with the priorities of their regional donors. This was clearly detrimental for Opposition forces who favored a more national non-sectarian, even secular approach.

The appearance on the scene of opposition fighters dedicated to a radical and extremist version of Islam ironically played right into the hands of President Assad, who had from the beginning accused his detractors of being
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foreign-sponsored terrorists, while portraying himself as the only feasible ruler for Syria. Following the earlier French Mandate’s policy of “divide and rule,” Assad worked hard to fragment the Opposition, first by decimating the secular elements within its ranks, second, and this is truly bizarre, by releasing jihadi extremists from Syrian prisons to facilitate their joining the radical groups. Simultaneously, he arrested tens of thousands of liberals, human rights advocates, and particularly young Syrian students. These detainees, among them numerous young men and women, were then allegedly exposed to terrible violence and traumatic torture in prison.

Further complicating the situation, these more secular elements of the Opposition were further hounded by the Saudi-funded hardline Islamist groups who clashed violently and frequently with them in a ruthless competitive bid to become the sole and dominant Opposition.

The concentration of governmental fire power and military might on the moderate secular elements facilitate the take-over of territory by the radical Islamists. The terrorist organization, ISIS (the “Islamic state”) was able to occupy large parts of Syria “as the Syrian regime focused on targeting more moderate groups.” In a very interesting study of ISIS, London University scholar Fawaz A. Gerges commented that “ISIS is a symptom of the broken politics of the Middle East,” and emphasized that “the rise of radical Islamism is directly proportional to the deepening political authoritarianism in the Arab world.” Assad’s efforts at self-preservation via divide and rule paid off. His release of thousands of jihadists from Syrian jails turned a peaceful revolution into a “bloody Islamic jihad.”

ISIS occupied a chunk of Syria, focusing on the city of Raqqa, and here it established a puritanical version of religion that was unlike anything the Syrians had encountered in the more secular-inclined Assad dictatorships. Drawing heavily from Wahhabi teachings, ISIS relies on Saudi Arabian textbooks in its schools and utilizes a religious police force to enforce religious conformity. The group has aptly been classified as “untamed
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Wahhabis” by Bernard Haykel of Princeton.\(^{317}\) The existence in their country of a governing radical Islamist entity clearly demonstrated the stark choices facing Syrians. Assad’s divide and rule policy enabled him to survive in power because Syrians were “increasingly left with the miserable choice of either the Assad regime or hardline Islamists.”\(^{318}\) Most Syrians would probably have favored neither, on the basis that both were politically absolutist, socially repressive and ideologically oppressive and “[y]ou don’t tolerate the intolerant.”\(^{319}\) The so-called Islamic Caliphate, declared in 2014 by ISIS, was destroyed in October 2017 when its capital city Raqqa fell to the American-backed militia group, the Syrian Democratic Forces, that was largely manned by Kurdish fighters.\(^{320}\)

***************

Meanwhile, Russia and Shia-led Iran aided by its adjunct subsidiary organization, the militia group, Hezbollah, assisted Assad who was also confronted by defections from his own armed forces.\(^{321}\) An unknown number of Syrian professional soldiers balked at the notion of ruthlessly raping and killing civilians, especially children, and in escaping from their military posts, they took their military expertise and sometimes their weapons to various Opposition groups.\(^{322}\) A number of these disaffected former soldiers joined one segment of the Opposition and then another.

The emerging picture was one of total chaos with a multiplicity of groups fighting each other and fighting the government and its external allies. The crucial factor was external funding and military assistance. As we shall see later, the United States, while sympathetic to the democratic aspirations that initially surfaced among the protesters, remained haunted by the specter of its earlier debacles in Iraq and Afghanistan. President Obama feared that military supplies provided too liberally to the Opposition could wind up in the hands of extremist Islamist groups,\(^{323}\) as had occurred with devastating
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consequences in Afghanistan. The success in Syria of hardline groups like Jabhat al-Nusra confirmed Western apprehensions.324

The territorial ambitions of terrorist organizations like ISIS added a new consideration to the ongoing Western war on terror. Such ambitions and their apparently easy fulfillment in Syria and Iraq could only be countered by aggressive military involvement. From the American perspective, the Syrian scene changed dramatically with ISIS’ entry into this chaotic conflict. As we have seen, ISIS brutalized the Syrian people and by 2014, established at Raqa in Northern Syria, a capital city for its creation of an Islamic Caliphate.325 The presence of ISIS played a significant role in escalating the crisis into one more arena in the global war on terrorist organizations. Although it was ambivalent about assisting the initial secular movement in Syria, the United States committed itself to bombing offensives against ISIS-held territories, particularly Raqa. ISIS responded by using over 200,000 hapless civilians as human shields,326 and it may never be known how many of them have already died in the airstrikes carried out by the United States and its coalition partners. The United Nations stated that the coalition’s strikes had caused a “staggering loss of civilian life.”327 As regards President Assad and the war against ISIS, Maria Abi-Habib aptly explained in the Wall Street Journal that Assad “decided to mostly avoid fighting the Islamic State to enable it to cannibalize the more secular rebel group.”328 This was consistent with his divide and rule policy and to date of writing, it has succeeded. Reversing President Obama’s policy, the Republican Trump Administration in the United States accepted Assad’s continued rule as a “political reality.”329
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It is clear that "Syria’s civil war has become a madhouse of forces from Turkey, the United States, Syrian Kurds, the Islamic State group, al-Qaeda as well as Mr. Assad’s allies Russia, Iran, Lebanon’s Hezbollah, Iraqi and Afghan Shia militias all with their own alliances and agendas."330 Inevitably, those who have paid the greatest price have been the thousands of civilians caught in the cross-fire of this situation. Syrian children have been both targeted and ruthlessly utilized by all locally-based parties in this conflict.331 On the one hand, they have been arrested, tortured, maimed, mutilated, raped and massacred in numbers that will never be known. Children have, as a consequence of the mayhem, suffered starvation and thirst.332 They have been afflicted by diseases.333 The denial of their right to an education will affect Syria’s development and progress for years to come.

Equally insidious, almost all the groups involved locally have used Syrian children in a variety of military capacities, all of which violate the Convention on the Rights of the Child and its Protocol prohibiting such action. Human Rights Watch has drawn the world’s attention to the many infractions that have occurred, including rebels’ use of children as soldiers, suicide bombers, and stretcher bearers.334 Children as young as fourteen have been recruited by both the government335 and the various opposition groups.336 Combat roles have been assigned to minors and they have served as lookouts for many of the warring groups, and have even conducted reconnaissance missions, all violations of a number of international law provisions and some deemed war crimes.337 The conscription or enlistment of children under fifteen is a war crime under the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court.338
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Young children “educated” in areas controlled by ISIS were given military training and encouraged to volunteer for suicide missions. There is a great deal at stake for Syria’s future and for each individual child. As one seventeen year old fighter commented, “I lost my studies, I lost my future, I lost everything.”

By 2017, UNICEF estimated that the Syrian war had resulted in two and half million displaced children living as refugees in Turkey, Lebanon, Jordan, Egypt, and Iraq. Over five million Syrians had fled their country by 2017 and, by UNHCR estimates, over six million more were internally displaced. People were literally fleeing for their lives; hence, the large number of internally displaced and those seeking refugee status outside Syria. By April 2016, the U.N. Secretary-General estimated that in the first five years of the war, the death toll in Syria had already reached 250,000, including thousands of children. The U.N. estimate was contradicted by the Syrian Centre for Policy Research (SCPR) which provided its own estimate of 470,000 deaths and a drop of life expectancy in Syria from 70 in 2010 to 55.4 in 2015.

VII. CHEMICAL WARFARE IN SYRIA

The Syrian crisis has clearly revealed the flaw in accountability measures within the human rights system of international law. Nation states sign and ratify the many legal instruments endorsing human rights, often incorporate these instruments into domestic law and yet, whenever expedient, violate them at will, secure in the knowledge that direct accountability, particularly
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for the leadership, may never become an issue. It is only occasionally that perpetrators have been brought to justice.

One aspect of twentieth century history has been the tussle between universal human rights and national sovereignty. This confrontation continues in the present century. Governments, particularly dictatorships like Syria, hide behind national sovereignty as they violate the rights of citizens at will. At those moments, global public opinion is the only force checking the brutality of dictators. Unfortunately, public opinion is often divided, fickle, and uninterested in a long-term commitment to one issue. The world is plagued by too many political crises, natural disasters, economic upheavals and the like to concentrate for long on one matter, no matter how compelling. That after all, is the reason why we have created a vast body of international law to ensure that the moral compass of the world generally moves in the direction of human rights. The need is for greater deterrence, for consistent criminal prosecution and for the declaration of many rights as so sacrosanct that they cannot be violated for any reason.

***********************

One such widely-held international taboo concerns the use of chemical, biological, and other such weapons in warfare. Syria had signed the 1925 Geneva Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating Poisonous or of Other Gases, and of Bacteriological Methods of Warfare, but nevertheless, developed its production of such weapons during the 1970’s and 1980’s.345 Eventually, Syria became the “fourth largest chemical weapons state globally and the biggest in the Middle East,” with significant stockpiles of mustard gas, sarin, VX nerve agent, ricin and chlorine.346

While the Syrian government built up its chemical arsenal, the world moved in the direction of outlawing such weapons. The Chemical Weapons Convention was opened for signature in Paris on January 13, 1993 and it entered into force on April 29, 1997.347 States Parties committed never to develop, produce, acquire or use chemical weapons “under any circumstances.”348 This milestone agreement is “the first disarmament treaty
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to include a time frame for the elimination of an entire class of weapons of mass destruction, [and] it is also the first multilateral arms control treaty to incorporate an extensive verification regime.”

Syria did not initially accede to this Convention.

On December 23, 2012, the Syrian government was accused of using chemical weapons against its own citizens in Homs. The shock of this moment reverberated across the world. It was even more stunning because American President Barak Obama had warned the Syrian regime in August 2012, that the use of chemical weapons would be a red line for the United States. It clearly seemed as though Assad was thumbing his nose at the U.S. President.

The chemical attacks proliferated as these terrible outlawed agents were dropped from the air on to civilians. Ghouta, a suburb near Damascus, suffered a sarin attack on August 21, 2013. The bodies, especially of chemically-victimized children and babies accumulated at clinics and mosques and even on the streets of towns in Syria. Medicins Sans Frontieres reported seeing 3,600 patients presenting “neurotoxic symptoms.”

Statistics on the number of deaths vary with every source, but it is estimated that more than 1,400 people may have died in this single attack.

The combatants engaged in an orgy of mutual recrimination. After an attack on March 19, 2013 killed both civilians and Syrian soldiers, rebels and the government blamed each other. The Syrian government formally asked the United Nations to investigate chemical weapons use by Opposition forces in Aleppo. United States and French intelligence agencies concluded that the Syrian government was responsible for using chemical weapons. Rockets were used in the attacks and it was unlikely that the
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rebels would have had such weapons. French intelligence sources also concluded that chemical agent repositories were staffed by loyal Alawites, and that “Bashar al-Assad and certain members of his inner circle were the only ones permitted to give the order for the use of chemical weapons.”

Ever the loyal ally where Syria is concerned, Russian President Vladimir Putin discounted the idea of Syrian governmental responsibility, dismissing such claims as “utter nonsense.”

The vicissitudes of U.S. policy, or lack thereof, in the Syrian crisis became a very serious issue in this already-tangled crisis. With respect to the chemical weapons matter, and his declaration of their use as a “red line,” there was a very real hope and possibility that President Obama would finally stop hesitating and provide effective assistance to the rebels. However, instead of taking decisive steps as Commander in Chief to assist the rebels, and also possibly in order to save face regarding his “red line” statement, Obama announced that he would seek prior authorization from Congress for a limited military strike on Syria. President Obama realized that neither Congress nor the American public favored yet another Middle Eastern war. Arguably, the apprehension in the Obama Administration that any weapons provided to the rebels could eventually be used by Islamic militants stemmed from a mindset that superimposed the Afghanistan experience on the Syrian crisis. Luckily for the White House, the mere threat of extensive American intervention had an impact. The U.N. Security Council was able unanimously to pass Resolution S/Res 2118 on September 27, 2013 which inter alia required the verification and destruction of Syria’s chemical weapons. Within days, an international team arrived in Syria, determined to implement the complete destruction of the chemical stockpiles and production equipment. On June 23, 2014, the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons announced that it had removed the last of Syria’s chemical weapons. The people working on this project were awarded the Nobel Peace Prize.
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Bashar al-Assad also acceded to the international Chemical Weapons Convention on September 14, 2013.367 Unfortunately, human rights violations via chemical weapons continued in Syria and the toll of injured and dead civilians rose with reported chlorine gas attacks in various locations, including in April 2014 in Kafr Zita, an Opposition-held village, in Talmenes during the same month, in Sarmin in March 2015, and in Aleppo in August 2016.368 U.N. teams concluded that the Syrian regime was responsible for chlorine gas attacks in Idlib province in March 2015.369 The New York Times reported that “chlorine gas attacks have become almost routine in northern Syria.”370 Despite Syrian government denials, the U.N. investigators also found that the use of aircraft in attacks in April 2017 on Idlib province and the infliction of sarin gas on civilians confirmed governmental responsibility.371 This latest attack killed dozens of civilians, including children, but the Syrian government denied responsibility, blaming the Opposition.372 It is important to note that ISIS is also reported to have used mustard gas in Syria.373 It is disheartening to realize that war in the twenty-first century has increased in barbarity and brutality.

VIII. THE SYRIAN WAR: INTERNATIONAL INVOLVEMENT

At time of writing, while a cease-fire seems to be holding with some exceptions in Syria, the creation of a fair and just lasting peace remains an elusive target. Had the Syrian uprising remained a local matter, some resolution might have been possible. However, with the proliferation of state and non-state actors, including terrorist organizations all actively and assertively participating in this war, the chances of Syrians ever regaining their former lives in their homeland remain slim. In a 2016 Report, the U.N. Secretary-General expressed serious concern about the “proliferation of
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parties involved, including international forces.” 374 Although the Syrian regime is squarely to blame for reacting so ferociously to initial peaceful protests and reasonable demands by the people, it is also true that escalation occurred because “[o]utside powers took advantage of the uprising, supported and magnified its efforts, and drove it towards militarization.” 375

In a very interesting analytical study of the conflict, Samer Abboud concluded that foreign involvement “propelled violence, solidified the stalemate, and embedded the Syrian conflict into wider regional geopolitics.” 376

Ironically, although the leading participants on both sides of the Syrian crisis expected, demanded and pleaded for international assistance and support, the intrusion of external elements, both governments and terrorist organizations, only served further to complicate the situation, exacerbate the violence, polarize positions and ensure that the Syrian situation morphed into a global crisis of massive proportions. There was some early recognition of this tragic reality when the Syrian Centre for Policy Research commented in a report that the conflict “continues to destroy the social and economic fabric of the country with the intensification of international interventions that deepen polarisation among Syrians. Human development, rights and dignity have been comprehensively ruined.” 377

***************

Although the people and especially the children of Syria garnered an avalanche of global sympathy and an outpouring of support in the media and via social media, the governments of the West, and particularly the United States, were very leery about giving a helping hand to the Syrians who had revolted against their government. Humanitarian intervention is always a tricky business, particularly as the world is so polarized and the intervening country is bound to be both lauded and condemned. However, when people are being butchered by their own government, when children are being systematically tortured, when homes are being indiscriminately demolished with bombs, should the rest of us just sit back and shrug our shoulders because the area in question is far away, and not blessed (or cursed) with resources that we need? It is one of the most difficult and contentious debates in international law.
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When the uprising began, the Free Syrian Army and its supporters begged for arms, for the establishment of a no-fly zone that would have curbed the brutal aerial attacks on Syrian neighborhoods, and for humanitarian aid including surgical supplies and medicines. However, “the West, bruised by failures in Iraq and Afghanistan, had no interest in involvement.” 378 Diana Darke argues with conviction that had the West assisted by establishing a safe haven in 2011, thousands of Syrians would not have had to flee their country and “their destabilising outflow into Lebanon, Jordan, Turkey and Europe might have been avoided.” 379

This was in stark contrast to the generous helping hand extended by the governments of Russia and Iran to the Syrian regime and to its President Bashar al-Assad. Relations between Russia and Syria dated back decades with a “web of business and military relationships with Syria since the Soviet Union era.” 380 Assistance to Syria, particularly from Russia’s naval base at the Syrian port of Tartous, could have appeared to President Putin to mesh with his clear agenda to revive his own country’s superpower status, lost when the Soviet Union dissolved in 1991. 381 U.S. intervention in Afghanistan (2002), Iraq (2003), and particularly in Libya (2011) appeared threatening to the interests of the Russian government. 382

Accordingly, when the Assad government needed assistance, the Russians, in their own self-interest, found the perfect opportunity to act as a superpower. Their assistance to Assad was more than generous, although from the perspective of the Syrian people, it was lethal and disastrous. The Russian provision of arms worth billions of dollars 383 tipped the military balance in favor of President Assad. Similarly, as Yassin-Kassab and Al-Shami point out, Syrian armed forces were trained by Russians and the latter also provided military intelligence to its ally. 384 Russian helicopters were used to bomb residential neighborhoods 385 in Syrian cities, towns, and villages. From about 2015, it is also alleged that Russians were specifically engaged in bombing Syrian Opposition cities, 386 converting a civil war into a major international crisis. Although overtly allied in the anti-terrorist war against ISIS, it is all too clear that the Russians assisted the Syrian government to weaken the rebel forces that were inclined toward secularism.
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and even some form of democracy. The territories held by these rebel groups came under incessant air attack. According to Fabrice Balanche of the Washington Institute for Near East Policy, “Russian and regime airstrikes impede[d] normal life” in those areas. 387

In contrast to Russian decisiveness and loyalty toward its ally, the Syrian government, the West “was gripped by paralysis.” 388 There was no dearth of sympathy in the West for the plight of the Syrian people, particularly when the technically-savvy protesters used social media to display the egregious violations occurring in the cities of Syria. However, as Marc Lynch aptly comments, “[t]he crystallizing sense that something must be done to stop the atrocities did not translate into any clear path to doing so.” 389 President Obama apparently understood that there was no easy “fix” for the Middle East. As famous Arab satirist Bassem Youssef commented, “whatever America is doing, it’s not working.” 390

***************

Ultimately, President Assad had more reliable and loyal allies than the Syrian people as represented by their rag-tag Opposition. External support was a crucial factor and the absence of such assistance consigned the Syrian people to a grim fate. Although regional states like Saudi Arabia were opposed to the Assad regime, their intervention manifested by the appearance of radical Islamist jihadis did not help the Syrian people, and only further tangled the skein of Syrian politics. This injected the issue of sectarianism into the conflict and actually assisted Assad’s propaganda machine. The Saudi involvement killed any hope of the Opposition maintaining a mainly secular, human rights orientation. Fabrice Balanche commented, “In sum, the Syrian conflict is a sectarian war, and ethnic cleansing is an integral part of the strategy used by various actors, even if they claim otherwise.” 391

Although his regime was expelled from the Arab League, Assad found a valuable and loyal ally in Iran and its client Hizbollah, a militant group that allegedly played a significant role in repressing the Syrian people. A sectarian conflict in Syria precisely suited Iran’s agenda and its regional ambitions. Marc Lynch explains that as Syria was Shia-controlled Iran’s
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only Arab state ally, “Iran would do everything in its power to ensure that Assad did not fall.”

IX. THE UNITED NATIONS AND THE SYRIAN CRISIS

My father, who as an Indian diplomat was a student of international relations and dedicated advocate of human rights, often expressed his disappointment that at the United Nations, in any crisis, there was always a flurry of activity, but very little effective action, and people continued to suffer through their particular crisis or war. In a very real sense, the instant Syrian crisis presented the same situation at the United Nations with lots of activity, an avalanche of words, and to date, not much effective action. As we have seen, the responsibility for this lies not so much with the United Nations as with its most important Members, specifically the Five Permanent Members whose competing national and international interests have played such havoc with the original concept that created the world organization.

To its credit, the United Nations has done its utmost to function, within these Charter-imposed limitations. It has played a very significant role as the voice for the exposure of human rights violations, crimes against humanity, genocide and other criminal actions. In a sharply polarized world, lacking an adequate budget that can meet growing humanitarian needs, unable to fund a permanent international security force to curtail national and international wars and protect civilians wherever conflicts occur, the United Nations has, nevertheless fared quite effectively to reveal atrocities and remind us that the oppressed need our help, wherever they are located. Realistically, given its limitations as a world organization that functions at the behest of just five countries, the United Nations has fared tolerably well.

Although it is beyond the length constraints of this Article to provide intricate detail of the frenetic activity undertaken at United Nations Headquarters in New York and in Geneva, concerning the Syrian crisis, it would be useful to analyze a few of the measures taken by the world community in order to understand both the reach and the limits of internationalism (and particularly human rights implementation) as it struggles against the traditional grip that national sovereignty still holds in our time.

**********************
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The United Nations was involved in the Syrian crisis almost from its inception in Daraa where, as we have seen, a childish prank set off brutal retaliation by the regime in 2011 and the dispatch of tanks to that city as well as other parts of Syria including Banyas, Homs, and some suburban parts of Damascus. Various economic sanctions imposed by the United States, the European Union, and the Arab League have failed to curb the Syrian government, mainly because it has enjoyed the economic, political and military support of key allies like Russia and Iran. By October 2011, the siege and attack on the city of Homs generated a flurry of activity at the Security Council. Efforts to pass a resolution condemning the Assad government’s attacks on protesters were vetoed by both Russia and China. To date of writing (2017), Russia has vetoed at least seven Security Council measures aimed against Syria. Between April 2011 and July 2017, the Security Council met over eighty times to discuss this crisis. Twenty-one Security Council Resolutions did manage to get accepted between April 2012 and December 2016, quite an achievement considering that Russia has remained committed to the present Syrian government’s survival and the Western world is equally determined, along with most Syrians, to see Assad’s dictatorship go.

Very briefly, the Members of the Security Council agreed in April 2012, to establish, deploy and later extend the mandate of a team of thirty military observers to Syria. The team was called the United Nations Supervision Mission in Syria. Its primary task was to monitor a cessation of armed

---

violence per a plan to end conflict in the country.\textsuperscript{402} Unfortunately, after a brief lull, hostilities resumed with renewed vigor and the military observers ended their mandate in August 2012.\textsuperscript{403} As conditions for civilians caught in the cross-fire worsened, the Security Council focused on the provision of humanitarian assistance, and to date has passed about six Resolutions demanding that the combatants facilitate such access and also allow peaceful evacuation from war-afflicted areas.\textsuperscript{404}

However, it soon became clear that many of the intended recipients of such aid were not waiting for the United Nations. The refugee flood had begun and thousands were fleeing the civil war to face a dangerous journey to Europe and an uncertain future for those who survived the lurking perils of smugglers, traffickers, kidnappers, xenophobic police in some parts of Europe, and the very real possibility of drowning in the Mediterranean during the crossing. In any event, humanitarian aid intended for besieged civilians rarely reached them. According to Nick Hopkins, writing in The Guardian, more than 80\% of U.N. aid convoys were blocked or delayed in 2016 and the few that got through had substantial quantities of medical supplies and surgical equipment stolen by Syrian authorities.\textsuperscript{405} Worse, one convoy was allegedly attacked by Russian jets near Aleppo, and aid workers were killed.\textsuperscript{406} Reuters similarly reported concerns regarding UNICEF aid to Syrian children that was allegedly stolen by Syrian army and allied fighters.\textsuperscript{407} According to U.N. Spokesman Farhan Haq, “[i]n a time when so many children in Syria are in desperate need of humanitarian assistance, it is absolutely vital that aid reaches children and families in need and not get diverted.”\textsuperscript{408}

By December 2015, the Security Council was at last able unanimously to adopt Resolution 2254 in an attempt to secure a political solution for
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Syria. This Resolution placed primary responsibility on the Syrian authorities to protect the population and called for “a Syrian-owned political transition” and insisted that the “Syrian people will decide the future of Syria.” In typical U.N.-speak, this was sufficiently vague to be adopted by all Member States and yet suitably idealistic to provide a measure of hope that this terrible tragedy could end. The Resolution endorsed and encouraged the efforts of the International Syria Support Group (ISSG), an international body co-chaired by the United States and Russia, and established in Fall 2015 in Vienna to find a diplomatic solution to the Syrian crisis. Resolution 2254 also called for a nationwide ceasefire, a new constitution, free and fair elections, the suppression of terror groups, humanitarian aid, release of the arbitrarily detained (particularly women and children), and the facilitation of the return of refugees. It was the classic United Nations wish list, with one difference: This time the burden of fulfillment of the list was shifted onto an ancillary body, the ISSG, an action that a cynic might suggest, was expedient with respect to the opprobrium already garnered by the glaring inadequacy of the Security Council. Regrettably, and quite predictably, the ISSG has not fared very well to date. The Syrian government and about ninety-seven Opposition groups agreed to a Cessation of Hostilities (CoH) that lasted very briefly in February 2016. Ceasefires have been adhered to when expedient for the many combating parties. While avidly participating in international peace talks, the Syrian government continued its air strikes, most notoriously bombing a Medecins Sans Frontieres hospital in Aleppo, an attack that killed fifty-five people.

In addition to hosting endless debates at the Security Council, the United Nations also sought a solution through mediation. The severity of the human rights violations and the daily revelation of the horrors suffered by Syrian civilians, especially children, prompted the United Nations and the Arab League in February 2012 to appoint former Secretary-General Kofi Annan as

---
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a peace envoy.\textsuperscript{415} Annan’s remit was to work for an effective end to the violence under U.N. supervision; humanitarian assistance to affected areas; the withdrawal of military concentrations from population centers, freedom for those arbitrarily detained; respect for rights such as freedom of association and peaceful demonstration; freedom of movement for journalists; and, the fostering of an “inclusive Syrian-led political process to address the legitimate aspirations and concerns of the Syrian people.”\textsuperscript{416} Both sides in the conflict accepted this Peace Plan and a ceasefire followed. However, within a few days (May 2012) it collapsed.\textsuperscript{417} and Annan resigned in August 2012, stating that his “Mission Impossible” style task had proved unachievable because of the Syrian government’s intransigence, the escalating military campaign waged by the Opposition, and the disunity of the international community.\textsuperscript{418}

The numbers of dead, maimed, and wounded kept rising as the Syrian President, taking advantage of the failures of the world organization, relied increasingly on air bombardment of Syrian civilians. There can be no doubt that the “fractured nature of the opposition”\textsuperscript{419} also posed an insurmountable obstacle for peace initiatives and this continues to be a major challenge for any future peace plan and incidentally, a real boost for the continuing ambitions of President Assad to remain in power.

***************

Any genuine aspirations for peace within the United Nations also foundered on another critical issue—the division over the future role of President Assad. The Opposition wanted him to leave before peace negotiations began. The Western nations generally supported the end of the Assad regime. At peace talks in Geneva, the U.S. government of President Obama insisted that Assad should not be part of any transitional government.\textsuperscript{420} This was a card of international support the Opposition was determined to play, no matter any delay and added civilian suffering. Assad, however, was equally determined to hold onto power.
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Russia and Iran deemed his survival a significant aspect of their patron-client relationship with Syria. Putin in particular envisaged the Syrian war as a theatre to assert Russia’s superpower status. Victory over the opposing client interest favored by the United States patron was critical to Putin’s assertion of a resurrected Russian hegemony. Putin probably also calculated that he could win this game because the U.S. government, and particularly President Obama, manifested a degree of ambivalence and hesitation that proved very damaging to the Syrian Opposition.

United Nations mediation efforts foundered over all these competing interests, particularly because the proxy war had overtaken the local Syrian issue in significance. Nevertheless, an effort was made again with the appointment in August 2012 of a new mediator, an Algerian diplomat, Lakhdar Brahimi. Brahimi, however, threw in the towel in May 2014, and Secretary-General Ban Ki-Moon conceded that Syria, the Middle Eastern region, and the international community were “hopelessly divided in their efforts to ending the conflict.”

However, the U.N. bureaucracy is nothing if not persistent. On July 10, 2014, a third mediation appointment brought Italo-Swedish diplomat Staffan de Mistura to the position of Special Envoy. To date, he continues in that position, supervising and endorsing, as did his predecessors, a continuing series of resolution-seeking meetings that have been held in various European cities including Vienna, Geneva, and Astana (Kazakhstan).

There are a number of reasons why to date mediation and peace talks have not ended the crisis. The Opposition remains diffuse and composed of competing agendas and priorities. The Syrian President is committed, above all, to his own survival and possibly cannot envisage anything positive for him, his family, and his Alawi support structure in the contemplated transition government. The International Peace Institute suggested yet
another reason, namely that “with both sides willing to withstand high levels of suffering, a self-serving stalemate took hold.”

In view of the paralysis that prevented the Security Council from fulfilling its Charter mandate per Chapter VII to maintain peace and security, the General Assembly assumed some of the responsibility for finding a solution to the gruesome tragedy prevailing in Syria. Composed of most of the global community with 193 Member States, the General Assembly displayed more gumption than the fifteen Member Security Council—a reality that exposes the iron grip maintained on the latter by the five Permanent Members who have happily twisted global necessities to their national self-interest through much of the history of the world organization. However, per the Charter, the General Assembly is confined to making recommendations and is accordingly the chief deliberative organ of the United Nations.

With respect to Syria, the Assembly took a proactive approach, condemning the violence and recommending the appointment of a Special Envoy in 2011–2012. On August 7, 2012, the General Assembly formally deplored “the failure of the Security Council to agree on measures to ensure the compliance of Syrian authorities with its decisions,” in an all-encompassing Resolution that called inter alia for “an inclusive Syrian-led political transition to a democratic, pluralistic political system, in which citizens are equal regardless of their affiliations or ethnicities or beliefs, including through the commencement of a serious political dialogue between the Syrian authorities and the whole spectrum of the Syrian opposition.” Of particular note to the instant research, this Resolution referred to violations against children and pointed out that

[c]hildren were among the victims of military operations carried out by [g]overnment forces, including the Syrian armed forces, intelligence forces and “Shabbiha” militias, and that

---

children as young as 9 years of age were victims of killing and maiming, arbitrary arrest, detention, torture and ill-treatment, including sexual violence, and used as human shields.430

The General Assembly continued to condemn the violence in Syria as well as the violations of human rights, 431 and on December 21, 2016, established an International, Impartial and Independent Mechanism to assist in the investigation and prosecution of those responsible for the commission in Syria of serious crimes under international law.432 Clearly, the General Assembly, reflecting world public opinion, was anxious to push the envelope of its capacities, even as the more powerful Security Council was paralyzed by the power struggle between Russia and the United States.

**********************

In spite of, or possibly because of, the paralysis prevailing in the Security Council, other U.N. bodies did all they could to publicize the Syrian situation and compile evidence against the various combating parties. The United Nations is well-aware of its own shortcomings, largely caused by the veto power in the Security Council. Therefore, it is all the more courageous and commendable that the group of international civil servants headed by the Secretary-General did its utmost to generate world public opinion on this issue. The many Reports of the Secretary-General that have been referred to throughout this Article elaborated on the multiplicity of violations of human rights and humanitarian law in Syria. Additionally, the U.N. Human Rights Council established an Independent International Commission on Syria in August 2011.433 The Commission, established by Human Rights Council Resolution S/17/1, consisted of three members, Paulo Sergio Pinheiro of Brazil (Chair), Karen Koning AbuZayd of U.S.A., and Carla del Ponte of Switzerland.434 Its mandate is to investigate alleged violations of international human rights law since the start of the Syrian crisis.435 This group did excellent work compiling detailed investigative reports of particular incidents of violations committed throughout Syria with particulars
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of the crimes committed, and where children were concerned, their ages, as well as the names of villages and cities where infractions occurred. A series of Reports flowed, describing the horrors unfolding in Syria. The evidence was compiled in a meticulous manner to demonstrate egregious violations of human rights committed against both adults and children. To its credit, the Independent Commission reiterated its call for “accountability,” and made numerous very sensible recommendations including calling on all parties to “guarantee effective protection of child rights.” Interestingly, in 2016, the Commission boldly called upon the Security Council to “take appropriate action by referring the situation to justice, possibly to the International Criminal Court or an ad hoc tribunal, bearing in mind that, in the context of the Syrian Arab Republic, only the Security Council is competent to refer the situation.” This courageous and praiseworthy move met with inevitable disregard from the polarized Security Council where national sovereignty and self-interest trump international law, human rights and the entire body of rights Conventions, Declarations and legal instruments.

Frustration with the Security Council’s intransigence prompted the resignation of Commission of Inquiry member, Carla Del Ponte in early August 2017. A former prosecutor on war crimes who had worked on the Rwanda and Yugoslavia cases, Del Ponte lamented that as regards Syria, “her role had come to be an alibi for inaction,” and added that it “was all about the inaction of the security council.” Del Ponte explained that the Commission was powerless, in view of the inaction of the Security Council. Deeming the prevailing situation a disgrace for the Security Council, Ms. Del Ponte deplored the injustice involved for the Syrian people. However, by 2017, as Patrick Wintour of the Guardian points out, the Commission had managed to interview more than 5,000 witnesses and had, through its multiple Reports, meticulously documented examples of war crimes.
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The Syrian crisis has demonstrated for all the world to see that the main action-oriented body of the United Nations, the Security Council, is mired in twentieth century notions of political sovereignty, while the rest of the world organization has sought valiantly and in vain to push the envelope toward a more twenty-first century globalized outlook.

****************

Besides condemning the inaction of the Security Council which has become a serious embarrassment for the international community, it is important to underscore the fact that other divisions of the United Nations and its agencies are looking ahead to the future and are clearly envisioning accountability for the terrible rights violations in Syria. References to war crimes in Syria have proliferated in the United Nations and it was felt that some concrete action had to be taken to reflect that growing concern. Accordingly, on December 21, 2016, the General Assembly passed Resolution 71/248 to establish an International, Impartial and Independent Mechanism (IIIM) to assist in the investigation and prosecution of responsible parties for the most serious crimes under international law. Judge Catherine Marchi-Uhel of France was appointed Head of this Mechanism. It is important to note that the mandate of this body mentions “the crime of genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes as defined in relevant sources of international law,” perhaps in the hope that this formalization of future accountability would act as a deterrent to the murder and mayhem in Syria.

It is also important to note that this proactive stance by the General Assembly in favor of human rights was vehemently opposed by Russia, which argued that this action violated the U.N. Charter, particularly as the General Assembly did not have the authority to establish a prosecutorial body.

At best, the view of international concern and involvement in the Syrian crisis is complex. On the one hand, world public opinion has expressed shock and dismay at the manner in which civilians in Syria have been subjected to inhuman conditions by both their government and the multiplicity of groups that constitute the Opposition. Additionally, the incursion of radical terror organizations like ISIS has further complicated the situation. Thanks largely to foreign elements, the problem facing Syria and its people is simultaneously a civil war, a regional war, an international crisis, and part of the global war on terror. Time alone will tell whether this tangled situation will ever resolve and lead to the type of peace and good governance that has eluded that tragic country for so long.

X. THE SYRIAN CHILD REFUGEE CRISIS

The Syrian child refugee crisis was poignantly and tragically revealed to all the world when photographer Nilufer Demir took the picture of the body of toddler Alan Kurdi who drowned while trying to cross the Mediterranean. This picture literally encapsulated “the Syrian refugee crisis with one iconic image.”

Entire books could and have been written on the current refugee crisis that is unprecedented since the end of the Second World War. Length constraints preclude anything but a very brief reference to this issue that involves the forced diaspora of Syrian children and adults from their homes, schools, and communities. As regards the receiving-host countries that have played a role in saving Syrian lives, they have incurred considerable expense and strain on local infrastructure. The refugee crisis has truly internationalized the Syrian war and has generated a very varied response toward those fleeing from persecution.

Ironically, although some Europeans have raised a loud hue and cry about the invasion by masses of Syrians and the threat their religion, language, and culture poses to the “European-ness” of their way of life, the overwhelming majority of Syrian refugees are not in Europe, have not tried to go to Europe, and are likely only waiting and hoping to return home as soon as the war ends. By one estimate, neighboring states like Turkey had accepted 2.5

---
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million Syrian refugees, Lebanon 1.1 million, and Jordan 664,000 by 2016.450

Some Syrians have dreamed of starting a new life in Europe. For many, that dream has become yet one more nightmare. The plight of unaccompanied refugee children in Europe is dire. According to Human Rights Watch, children said that they experienced abuse from French police and French citizens while stranded in Calais, waiting to be accepted into the United Kingdom.451 Local residents had thrown bottles at the children and made racist comments.452 The Red Cross also emphasized the horrors facing child refugees stranded in the Calais camp, appropriately termed “the Jungle.”453 The dangers included “sexual exploitation, forced labour, trafficking gangs and smugglers,” as well as “unsafe food, poor sanitation and inadequate healthcare.”454 It is now a truism that the “largest group of tortured children are amongst refugees.”455

Syria’s neighbor Turkey has been among the most hospitable to Syrians fleeing from their country. John P. Howe III, M.D. of Project Hope commented that Turkey had welcomed the refugees with open arms, provided them with identity cards allowing them access to free health care and educational services.456 By early 2017, half of Syrian child refugees in Turkey were enrolled in schools, built by UNICEF and staffed by Syrian volunteer teachers.457

Although Lebanon has allowed in over a million Syrian refugees, their reception in that tiny country has been varied. Syrian refugees presently constitute about a quarter of Lebanon’s population, and that fact is at the root of many of the problems they encounter. The sudden inflow posed severe challenges for Lebanon.458 “Health care, water and sanitation facilities,
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shelter, and other resources that were already strained in Lebanon [were] put under further pressure.”459 Kareem Shaheen of The Guardian commented on the indignities suffered by Syrians, which included everything “from onerous visa procedures to poor treatment and humiliation at the border and residency offices, to child labour, sexual exploitation, and life in fragile plastic tents that collapse in winter, and the xenophobia of local politicians pandering to fearful followers.”460 Syrians also face sudden evictions from their dilapidated tent homes, consequent homelessness and poverty, and as one refugee lamented, “Every day that goes by is worse than the one before.”461 They are not allowed to work in Lebanon and forbidden from building permanent refugee camps.462 When they find temporary private shelter, they pay high rent.463

Explaining the Lebanese dilemma, Prime Minister Najib Azmi Mikati, pleaded for international assistance to improve educational and other opportunities for the vast refugee inflow into his country.464 Emphasizing the seriousness of the crisis, Mikati stated:

There are grim personal accounts of children begging on the streets, children being trafficked and girls sold into early marriage, even of young people feeding the international market for body parts by selling their kidneys to survive—and this is happening because thousands of the near one million refugees urgently need the help that an under pressure Lebanon can no longer give on its own.465
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International assistance did enable Lebanon to provide schooling to nearly a quarter of a million Syrian children by 2016, however, an equal number were still out of school.\footnote{Bassam Khawaja, \textit{European Donors Help Syrian School Children}, EU OBSERVER (July 14, 2016), https://euobserver.com/opinion/134344.} It is interesting to note that part of the bargain provided foreign funds to cover enrollment fees for all 197,010 Lebanese students in basic education.\footnote{Bassam Khawaja, \textit{How Lebanon’s Residency Policy Keeps Syrian Children Out of School}, DAILY STAR (July 14, 2016), http://www.dailystar.com.lb/Opinion/Commentary/2016/Jul-19/362772-how-lebanons-residency-policy-keeps-syrian-kids-out-of-school.ashx.} However, financial reasons remained an important factor in the non-attendance of Syrian children. Caught in an economic squeeze, Syrian families were forced to rely on child labor for survival.\footnote{Id.} Additionally, Lebanon’s complex residency regulations severely restricted options for Syrian refugees.

As we have seen, although the welcome in culturally-affiliated neighboring countries was somewhat warmer, the reception in Europe varied from positive to downright racist and bigoted. Many of the Syrian refugees who entered Europe did not fare very well because the initial welcoming of a few migrants with enthusiasm was replaced by a xenophobic fear that the European continent would be overwhelmed, and its character changed by a huge influx of people from such a different culture.

For these refugees, men, women, and children, the biggest shock was to succeed against all odds in fleeing from Syria, survive the perilous ocean crossing and land in Europe, Greece in particular, in order to enjoy liberty and freedom, only to find themselves detained, and incarcerated in conditions they found to be hellish.\footnote{Negin Janati \& Erin Taylor, \textit{Self-Harm and Depression Rise Among Child Refugees One Year Into the EU-Turkey Deal}, SAVE THE CHILDREN (Mar. 16, 2017), https://www.savethechildren.net/article/self-harm-and-depression-rise-among-child-refugees-one-year-eu-turkey-deal.} Thousands drowned in the Mediterranean but approximately a quarter of a million Syrians managed to reach Europe in just the first ten months of 2015.\footnote{Selcuk R. Sirin \& Lauren Rogers-Sirin, \textit{The Educational and Mental Health Needs of Syrian Refugee Children 5}, MIGRATION POL’Y INST. (Oct. 2015), https://www.migrationpolicy.org/research/educational-and-mental-health-needs-syrian-refugee-children.} They then “trekked across Europe by foot, bus, car, and rail in journeys that could entail weeks of sleeping on the streets, trudging through the rain, carrying babies, and dodging criminals or arrest.”\footnote{PEARLMAN, \textit{supra} note 93, at li.}

There were, by some estimates, approximately 26,000 child refugees in Europe by 2016 and many of them were “living in conditions of absolute desperation—hungry, cold, scared and...increasingly exposed to
trafficking and sexual exploitation... with at least 10,000 displaced children having suspiciously disappeared after entering Europe. 472 Many of these missing children were unaccompanied and therefore extremely vulnerable to traffickers and criminal gangs. 473 All this insecurity has compelled some young refugees without adult family members to live in “24-hour survival mode,” and sleep in shifts in order to stay safe. 474 However, some refugee children in Greece did manage to go to school and started learning the language. BBC News reported that the International Organization for Migration was transporting refugee children to schools. 475 Their reception was mixed, with some schools welcoming them with songs and balloons, while protesters threw stones and booed the children at other schools. 476

***************

In a strange way, the Syrian crisis has revealed the absence or presence of a moral dimension in countries far from Syria. In some cases, the plight of the Syrian people has elicited a degree of compassion and caring and in others their very presence has generated xenophobia and racism. It is almost as though the Syrians, by their suffering, have held up a mirror for the rest of us to examine ourselves—who we actually are and how much or how little we really care.

XI. IMPERILED HUMAN RIGHTS: INTRODUCTION

One reason why human rights implementation has not progressed as far as it ought to have in this new century is that the issue has all too frequently become politicized. 477 States applaud, accept, and adopt the fine phraseology of international legal instruments but revert to political exigencies and outright expediency when confronted by any type of challenge that such rights formulations pose to existing power structures. It is important to
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reiterate that human rights can really only become a meaningful protection when they are honored in times of crisis. This all-too-frequently does not happen, whether the venue is Syria, or Yemen, Afghanistan, or any of the states where conflict is endemic. The problem also lies within the legal instruments. Regrettably, provisions with respect to accountability for lapses and violations are either feeble or non-existent and that reality makes a mockery of the entire convention or treaty. Violations committed with impunity must be deterred with a much stronger umbrella of international criminal law that guarantees that individual and group perpetrators will definitely face justice. The world is moving in that direction but the pace is too slow and too hesitant, particularly given the toll of victims in so many nations. This absence of accountability has seriously denigrated the significance of the Convention on the Rights of the Child. In the Syrian crisis, all involved parties and particularly the Assad regime and its allies, acted with complete indifference to this Convention. The world has a long way to go before eloquent words are matched with morally-grounded actions that prevail even in difficult circumstances.

Globally, children have suffered egregiously because of the varied political stances and activities of adults, the resulting conflicts, and the consequent population upheavals we now term the refugee/migration crisis. The United Nations has estimated that children now constitute approximately 41% of the 43 million displaced people worldwide. As regards Syria, the outflow of people resulting from this war, has appropriately been termed the “largest humanitarian crisis since the end of World War II.”

There can be no doubt that the Syrian war has resulted in a human rights crisis of mammoth proportions. A once vibrant, albeit politically repressed society, is now altered in ways that are unimaginable. Most of Syria’s major cities are in ruins, homes, shops, schools, hospitals, and gathering-places obliterated. Its people are displaced and scattered in a forced diaspora which is unlike anything the world has seen in recent years. By 2014, the UNHCR was already calling the then four-year conflict in Syria “the single largest driver of displacement,” and it estimated that 3.88 million Syrians were enduring refugee status while 7.6 million more were internally displaced. “In blunter terms, one in every five displaced persons worldwide . . . [that]
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By May 2017, the UNHCR estimate of the number of Syrian refugees had risen to over five million, primarily in Turkey, Jordan, Lebanon, Egypt and Iraq. 482

The Norwegian Refugee Council reported that after six years of conflict, 13.5 million Syrians need aid and are in “dire and deteriorating conditions.” 483 By 2015, UNICEF estimated that 82% of Syrians were living in poverty. 484 In March 2017, one journal estimated that 5.8 million Syrian children needed humanitarian assistance. 485 It is significant to note that in 2016, children were estimated to account for less than a third of global population but, according to UNICEF, they constituted more than half of the world’s refugees.

It is also important to note that many fleeing Syrians do not, for a variety of reasons, register as refugees, and that many have moved to Gulf countries that are not parties to the Refugee Convention, and therefore lack formal recording procedures. Within Europe, as the emotional video footage on the news has clearly shown, Syrians seek to settle in two countries that registered almost two-thirds of the nearly one million asylum claims made between 2011 and 2016. 487 These two countries are Germany and Sweden. 488

Syria has become a theatre for demonstrating both the technological effectiveness and the destructive brutality of modern weaponry. Prior to the war, most Syrians, especially those in urban centers, enjoyed the usual amenities of modern life, electricity, running water, phone service, and so on. 489 Much of this disappeared and Syria reverted back to the Middle Ages

---
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as the war escalated and starvation became a consequence of protracted siege warfare. To give just one example of the brutality of this war, the United Nations estimated in 2016, that approximately 7.7 million Syrian civilians were suffering deliberate water cuts. The problems have been caused both by destruction of infrastructure during the fighting and by calculated turn-off of water supplies by the government to anti-regime areas.

********************

Syrian civilians have also faced air strikes that have targeted civilian zones; mortar and rocket attacks; suicide bombings; and the shelling and destruction of entire residential neighborhoods. Additionally, the use of siege warfare has led to serious outbreaks of disease. Verifiable and reliable statistics on the numbers of injured, dead and maimed are difficult to find, but there can be no doubt that the most vulnerable—Syrian children—have suffered egregious harm. This civil uprising that morphed into a proxy war and is now an internationalized conflict and the consequent humanitarian disaster will be deemed one of the worst in modern history. In the future, a compelling argument may be made about such actions amounting to deliberate ethnic cleansing of the type the world witnessed in the war that afflicted the former Yugoslavia. If measures are not taken soon to end this carnage in Syria, there might be a compelling legal case for genocide as well.

********************

The eloquent phraseology of the Convention on the Rights of the Child became largely irrelevant in the brutal conditions imposed on children during the Syrian war. Both sides in the conflict made inappropriate use of children. In an April 2016 Report, the U.N. Secretary General expressed concern about the recruitment and use of children as young as nine years by the Free Syrian army. Islamist terror organizations like ISIS similarly used children for military purposes and children were even trained and utilized as executioners. Possibly, although not necessarily, as a consequence, the Syrian government arrested, detained, tortured, and sometimes killed children, frequently alleging their involvement with armed opposition
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groups. All such actions make a mockery of the elegant phrases of the Convention that ask States Parties to “take all feasible measures to ensure protection and care of children who are affected by an armed conflict.”

No one knows how many children have been orphaned by this terrible war or how old they are and how they are coping. Their plight is the most miserable indeed for Syria, in its present state, has lost institutional supports to sustain orphans. In some cases, given the importance of family and tribe, children may find a home with relatives. However, for urbanized Syrians, living as nuclear families, the death or detention of parents may leave children completely exposed and vulnerable.

Given that both the Assad regime and ISIS use the same methods of intimidation, torture, rape, kidnappings, executions and so on, is it any wonder that a massive refugee crisis has occurred? The International Rescue Committee reported that rape was a primary reason why so many people had fled from their homes. The Shabiha are alleged to have used rape and the threat of rape to ethnically cleanse areas and this terrible crime has been committed against men, women and children. Foreign Correspondent Janine Di Giovanni explained that while “rape in any society is a horrific act of power and subjugation, in Muslim culture, it is devastating. Notions of virginity uphold the central concept of honour in Islam, not only for the victim, but also for the family.”

The list of missing grows daily in Syria as both ISIS and the government have sought out and kidnapped their prey, largely from the civilian population. One 2015 estimate by the Violations Documentation Center stated that ISIS had nabbed approximately 1,200 people and the regime had detained 36,000. The plight of those in the hands of ISIS is too awful even to contemplate.

A similar fate awaits those who get caught by government forces, often simply for being in the wrong place at the wrong time. Ole Solvang of
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Human Rights Watch alleged that “[t]he Syrian government is running a virtual archipelago of torture centres scattered around the country.”

Length constraints preclude detailed consideration of the examples of numerous rights that are being systemically and systematically violated. This introduction served to provide the reader with a glimpse into the seriousness of the crisis affecting innocent civilians, men, women and children, most of who committed no wrong. With respect to children, the rights to life, health and education take priority and these will be examined in the following sections.

**XII. IMPACT ON CHILDREN’S RIGHT TO LIFE AND HEALTH**

With respect to the basic rights to life and health for children, no one can dispute the fact that Syria is now “one of the most dangerous places in the world to be a child.” Dr. Marcia Brophy of Save the Children commented that at least “3 million Syrian children under the age of six know nothing but war.” In a dramatic move to draw public attention to the plight of Syrian children, Save the Children and artist Raul Armenteros teamed to create a mock cemetery in Brussels. This display consisted of gravestones engraved in Arabic with the names and ages of some of the children who have died in the Syrian war.

Oxfam, in an appeal for donations, reported in April 2017 that almost 60% of Syria’s people required health assistance and half of public health care facilities were either closed or only partially functioning. Additionally, millions of children live without access to electricity, clean water and sanitation. One reason was deliberate water cuts by the regime. The U.N. Secretary-General condemned “the use of water as a weapon of war.” Water facilities were also attacked by various combatants. The Syrian air force was alleged to have targeted large water containers in rebel-
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held Syrian villages.\textsuperscript{507} By one estimate the destroyed water infrastructure has impacted about 70% of Syrians and such services are “deliberately targeted and used as tactics of war by parties to the conflict.”\textsuperscript{508} By 2015, Syria, as seen from outer space, was a land of darkness, without 83% of its normal electricity functioning.\textsuperscript{509}

Additional horrors inflicted on civilians included denial of access to food, an action so egregious that delegates at the U.N. Security Council called this resort to famine as a weapon of war a war crime.\textsuperscript{510} U.N. Assistant Secretary-General Kyung-Wha Kang voiced the revulsion of world public opinion about such practices when she declared that “[f]ood, water and medicine are not bargaining chips or favours that parties to conflict can grant or deny at will.”\textsuperscript{511} She added that these were basic supplies “that were the very essence of the right to survival.”\textsuperscript{512} Investigators, working on behalf of the U.N. Human Rights Council concluded that the denial of food and medical care during sieges constituted a violation of international human rights and humanitarian law.\textsuperscript{513}

There can be no doubt that the horrors of this war have had a devastating impact on the children of Syria. The international non-governmental organization, Save the Children, reported that Syrian youngsters are showing signs of “‘toxic stress’ that can lead to lifelong health problems, struggles with addiction and mental disorders lasting into adulthood.”\textsuperscript{514} Scholars assessing 119 Syrian refugee children (infants to sixteen years in age) at the Jordan University Hospital concluded that “[h]eart disease in Syrian refugee children constitutes a major problem for both patients and health systems of host countries.”\textsuperscript{515}

Young Syrian children in refugee camps are showing clear signs of serious anxiety and severe mental distress, experiencing a recurring terror of bombings, massacres, and the other horrors to which they have been exposed. They are displaying signs of depression, and suicidal and
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aggressive behavior. Some suffer from phobias, and bouts of hysteria. A team of university researchers based in Turkey, the United States, and Norway conducted a study of a group of Syrian child refugees, aged between nine and eighteen years, all housed in a Turkish refugee facility. This team found that 60% of the children suffered from depression and 65% displayed psychosomatic symptoms that impacted on their ability to function. Save the Children reported that some youngsters had lost the ability to speak and manifested temporary loss of limb movement. Maria Hawilo, in an insightful article on this subject concluded that “[t]o speak of a ‘lost generation of children’ is certainly devastating, yet, the increased risk of suffering from mental illness coupled with untreated trauma could result in more than a lost generation of children.”

This type of warfare, using modern technological gadgetry to destroy the health, lives, and environments of civilians is especially egregious when one considers that the Syrian regime is zealously murdering its own people and rendering that beautiful country unlivable for years to come. At the end of this nightmare, even if President Assad survives in power, he will be ruler of a destroyed country. As the regime drops barrel bombs on civilian neighborhoods and demolishes homes, children have become victims, suffering body burns, amputations, and “life-altering injuries.” There are no reliable statistics yet on the numbers of children who have been maimed and blinded by the atrocities committed by all sides in this disastrous war. Although civilians, including children have been attacked by all parties to this conflict, the U.N. Secretary-General confirmed that the Syrian government has been responsible for the majority of violations against civilians. Daraa, where the revolt began, suffered terrible deliberate reprisals from the authorities. Blood donations were prohibited on pain of death and wounded civilians seeking medical help were arrested or shot when they reached a hospital.

Cut off from electricity, food and, water, a variety of diseases have surfaced in Syria and children have been particularly vulnerable. Global Health reported the outbreak of polio as well as measles, leishmaniasis, and...
hepatitis A.\textsuperscript{522} The Independent International Commission of Inquiry on Syria also found children suffering from tuberculosis, cholera, and meningitis.\textsuperscript{523} Despite the risks involved to its personnel, dedicated UNICEF aid workers were able to vaccinate 21 million children against polio in Syria as well as in the neighboring refugee-host countries.\textsuperscript{524} Unfortunately, some armed groups, including ISIS refused to allow the vaccination of about 35,000 children,\textsuperscript{525} placing them at serious risk.

\textbf{********************}

The inhuman nature of modern warfare can be gauged by the frequency with which medical facilities have been bombed in Syria. The United Nations verified the frequency of such attacks on both clinics and medical personnel perpetrated by regime forces and by terrorist organizations like ISIS as well as other armed groups, some unknown.\textsuperscript{526} The first nine months of 2016 witnessed 101 attacks against medical facilities.\textsuperscript{527} Carlos Francisco, Head of Mission for Syria of the dedicated Medecins San Frontieres deplored the attacks on Aleppo in 2016, commenting that “[b]y damaging the few remaining places where lives can be saved, it is clear that Syria and Russia are squeezing the life out of east Aleppo.”\textsuperscript{528} By November 2016, Martin Chulov, Kareem Shaheen and Emma Graham-Harrison of The Guardian reported on the destruction by airstrike of the last remaining hospital in east Aleppo, alleging that the medical system had been “systematically targeted by Russian and regime jets.”\textsuperscript{529} With this escalation in 2016 of attacks on hospitals, by 2017 only half were fully functioning.\textsuperscript{530} Aid intended to restock medical facilities was obstructed,\textsuperscript{531} and surgical supplies were pilfered from convoys by combatants.
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Although attacks on hospitals, which ought to be zones of nonviolence, were committed by various combating parties, “[g]overnment forces were the main perpetrators of [such] attacks.”532 According to the United Nations, the Syrian government built checkpoints at the entrance to hospitals; interfered with the medical staff; arrested patients and medical personnel; executed some of these detainees at the entrance to the hospital and shelled ambulances, killing and injuring the occupants.533 Clearly, in the Syrian war there are no safe zones for civilians.

By 2016, over eighty humanitarian workers had been killed in Syria.534 A variety of parties to this conflict have threatened and participated in killing health care providers and the result has been that “more Syrians have died due to health complications resulting from inadequate health care services than as a direct consequence of the conflict.”535 The very courageous and dedicated humanitarian personnel of Medecins Sans Frontieres persisted against all odds and have established field hospitals in Syria, treating both combat and non-combat surgical needs which they found were high, “given the conflict-afflicted setting.”536 The bravery of their personnel has to be commended.

********************

An equally serious health risk for Syrian children concerns their potential exposure to land mines and cluster munitions.537 Approximately 3 million Syrian children are living with the potential threat of exposure to explosive weapons.538 Even if the war ends soon and people return, Syria will still be a very dangerous place for civilians, particularly for children.

********************

Most shocking to the world community, has been the use of chemical warfare, allegedly by the regime, against civilians. Save the Children reported that nearly a third of the casualties of the chemical attack in April 2017 in Idlib (a city of approximately two million), were children.539 Some
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of the young children presented with symptoms indicating that sarin had been used.\textsuperscript{540} Pictures of Syrian children, victims of chemical attacks, were published across the world and evoked a universal feeling of horror.

A team of medical scholars who feared the long-term impact of the Syrian war expressed their apprehensions. They explained that “war is a pervasive environment in which trauma, infectious disease, mental illness, and poor nutrition can affect maternal physiology sufficiently to propagate biological effects across generations.”\textsuperscript{541} This team concluded that war “affects both today’s children and those yet to be born in ways that can last a lifetime.”\textsuperscript{542}

XIII. IMPACT ON CHILDREN’S RIGHT TO EDUCATION

Shelly Culbertson and Louay Constant, conducting a Rand Corporation study on the education of Syrian refugee children, commented that the “Syrian civil war has created an education crisis for the Middle East,” and correctly concluded that Syrian refugee children are a global responsibility.\textsuperscript{543} This is a terrible outcome for a nation acknowledged and respected for years as one of the best-educated in the region.

Education has always played an important role in Syrian society. Syria’s multi-lingual population enjoyed a high literacy rate, which by one recent estimate was over 91\% for adult males and over 80\% for adult females.\textsuperscript{544} Based on Syrian sources, enrollment in primary school was universal and at the secondary level was nearly universal.\textsuperscript{545} The ongoing war has drastically lowered this high percentage, given the destruction of schools and the forced diaspora of millions of children. Syria’s primary school enrollment in 2015, was one of the lowest in the world.\textsuperscript{546} As any educator would agree, children need school, not simply to learn, but to gain social skills, coping mechanisms, and to have a set routine in their young lives. The destruction of normal life has wreaked havoc on millions of children in that war-torn land.
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As the Syrian protests escalated into violence and counter-violence, the multiple groups participating in this conflict showed particular zeal in demolishing structures that were important for children. As early as 2011, the government targeted schools, destroying them and arresting both teachers and children.\footnote{U.N. Report of the Secretary-General, supra note 343, at 10.} Snipers were positioned on rooftops and they wreaked havoc, injuring and killing children.\footnote{Id.} As the war escalated, in 2012 and 2013, schools were targeted by government air strikes and shelling in Aleppo, Daraa, Hama, Homs, and Idlib governorates.\footnote{Id. at 10–11.} Ironically, Syria’s accession to the Geneva Convention protecting civilians, included a provision for the facilitation of the education of young children in all circumstances.\footnote{Geneva Convention Relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War, art. 24, Aug. 12, 1949, U.N.T.S. 75.}

Attacks on schools increased in 2016.\footnote{UNICEF Humanitarian Action for Children, supra note 501.} The U.N. Secretary-General reported in early 2016 that per Syrian Ministry of Education figures, over 6,500 schools had been “destroyed, partially damaged, used as shelters for internally displaced persons or rendered otherwise inaccessible.”\footnote{U.N. Secretary-General, supra note 491, ¶ 157.} The Telegraph commented that “[t]here was no letup to attacks on schools, hospitals, playgrounds, parks and homes as the Syrian government, its opponents and the allies of both sides showed callous disregard for the laws of war.”\footnote{Syrian Children Faced Worst Year Yet in 2016, UN Says, supra note 483.}

Between 2014 and 2015, over half of Syrian children could not attend school and that figure increased up to 74% in the “hardest-hit areas.”\footnote{Sirin & Rogers-Sirin, supra note 470, at 7 (citing SYRIAN CTR. FOR POL’Y RESEARCH, Alienation & Violence: Impact of the Syria Crisis in 2014, http://www.unrwa.org/sites/default/files/alienation and violence impact of the syria crisis in 2014_eng.pdf).} Statistics vary and one can only emphasize the unreliability of many estimates about this crisis. To cite just one example of this confusion about numbers, authors Selcuk Sirin and Lauren Rogers-Sirin in their very interesting study for the Migration Policy Institute cite UNICEF’s calculation that in 2015, approximately 2.7 million Syrian children failed to attend school.\footnote{Id. (citing UNICEF Connect, supra note 484).} However, journalist Conor Gaffey reported in March 2017, apparently also from UNICEF sources, that 1.7 million Syrian children were out of school and a third of the schools were no longer functioning, either because of physical damage or because they had been “repurposed as shelters
The discrepancies in calculations could be explained by the massive death toll of children and the fact that millions had fled Syria as asylum seekers and refugees. In a crisis of such mammoth proportions, statistics can only be guesstimates. The numbers should not obscure the ultimate message being conveyed, namely that masses of children are growing up either in Syria or outside without a proper education, without the necessary mathematical, scientific, and literacy skills that are so necessary in modern life and without any serious possibility of qualifying as they become adults for the skilled job markets that globalization demands.

An additional danger confronting Syrian children relates to their recruitment by terrorist organizations, like ISIS (that operated from Raqqa) and the militant Nusra Front, that use children as soldiers, suicide bombers, look-outs and messengers. ISIS ‘educates’ children to adhere to its own ideological priorities that emphasize violence. Even if the war ends and this terrorist organization is removed as a threat to the world, these children will grow up with memories of that early indoctrination in violence and will require intensive de-programming to enable them to function normally in a peaceful society. The unknown number of Syrian children kidnapped by various combatants from their homes and schools and forcibly turned into child soldiers will similarly need extensive psychological assistance long after the war ends. This war will be at the forefront of global attention for decades to come.

Absent the opportunity to acquire an education, the majority of Syrian children will continue to face economic deprivation. Education enables people to take advantage of opportunities. It is the key to unlocking a sense of hope in any community. Poverty can often induce radicalization as choices shrink for those who are not equipped for the complex job markets of the modern world. A good education is the best panacea against the proliferation of civil unrest and terrorism. So, education is not just a human right, it is now a human necessity and every government must make universal literacy a priority in its social programming.

The diaspora children now living in various countries, face a similar education deficit and many are growing up without the fundamentals of literacy and mathematics. It is incumbent upon all of us, especially we who live in the democratic free world, to do our utmost to encourage our
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governments to fund education for Syrian refugee children. Any adherence by refugee-host countries to the provisions of the Convention on the Rights of the Child relating to education ought to be welcomed by the international community and funded generously, particularly by countries like the United States that restricts the inflow of Syrian refugees. As Human Rights Watch aptly commented:

Securing these children’s education will reduce the risks of early marriage and military recruitment of children by armed groups, stabilize their economic future by increasing their earning potential, and ensure that today’s young Syrians will be better equipped to confront uncertain futures.\textsuperscript{559}

Although some host nations are working hard to provide educational opportunities for refugee children, they are far from achieving universality in that regard. Syrians have always taken great care to emphasize the importance of education and their literacy rates were once very high. The war has drastically changed this situation. Deprived of a normal education, the “odds are increasingly stacked against the next generation of Syrians.”\textsuperscript{560}

XIV. SYRIA: SOME FINAL THOUGHTS

While the dictatorial regime has to date survived, its political, economic and social failures are now glaringly exposed to the entire world. One lesson learned from the Syrian crisis is that in this age of globalization, development capable of constructively transforming a society “won’t happen if only a few people dictate the policies a country must follow.”\textsuperscript{561}

Although dictatorships unfortunately prevail in a number of societies, the technological communications marvels that have made globalization so significant demand participatory democracy. The phenomenon called world public opinion now has a voice that can in a second reverberate across the planet. Quelling that message exposes dictators as regressive and out of touch. The immense sacrifice of the Syrian people for some degree of freedom has to be respected, honored and acknowledged and the rights for which thousands of them have died demand commitment from the global community to fulfill their dreams.
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Early in this revolt, the hope was not regime change but for reform within a unified Syria. Now, years later, as the war lurches on and the numbers of dead, dying, and displaced increase daily, that unity has become illusory. Looking forward to a peace that must come someday to this tragic land, the idea of partition has already emerged in international discourse. A federal system has been proposed for Syria.562

Retired U.S. General David Petraeus, compared the Syrian war to the children’s nursery rhyme “Humpty Dumpty,” and explained that he was not sure the country could be pieced back together.563 It is imperative that all Syrians of every ethnic and sectarian group unite in opposing the partition of their country. That outcome, if deemed an inevitable precondition for “peace,” would be a disastrous prelude for endless conflicts far into the future.

The suffering of the Syrian people has elicited sympathy around the world. Who can fail to be moved by the sight of hundreds of men, women, often pregnant women and small children getting into dangerous boats to cross the Mediterranean to what they pray will be safety and freedom. No one can be hardened enough not to feel the horror of thousands of civilians in their homes, listening nervously for the sound of aircraft and praying desperately that they will not be at the receiving end of the explosives dropped from the sky. No one in the world can be immune to the cries and screams of children, crushed under rubble, maimed and scarred for life because one ruler remains committed to his own permanence in office.

If there was a practical and pragmatic way of channeling all that global sympathy into constructive action to assist that tragic land and help its people, the entire world would benefit. There have been some actions. Countries like Canada have made a public point of welcoming Syrian refugees, with Prime Minister Justin Trudeau greeting arrivals at the airport. However, where millions of fleeing people are involved, no one host nation can hope to cope with so vast a refugee outflow. In any event, it would seem far better to find a way to resolve this problem and enable the people of Syria to return to their own country and rebuild it.
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As we have seen, despite its handicaps, the United Nations has struggled valiantly in the realms where it is allowed by the Permanent Five Members to function effectively. With specific reference to the remit of this Article, the United Nations has led the world toward an enhancement of international law, specifically in the field of human rights and child rights. At lengthy meetings, delegates have labored to draft conventions, and present them to the representatives of Member States for signature and ratification. For the sake of appearances, nations overcame their reluctance and signed and bound themselves in some instances to observe a higher standard of human rights than they were historically accustomed to in their country. The international standard of human dignity was thus raised with every convention and treaty that was promulgated.

As regards the Convention on the Rights of the Child, some signatory nations took their new obligations seriously, adapted the international law into domestic legislation, created the matrix of a system of implementation, and worked hard to live up to the new commitments. However, for other nations, the ratification was simply to pay lip service to a popular concept—children’s rights and not necessarily to generate meaningful change.

Pre-crisis Syria under the rule of the Assad family, stood somewhat in the middle. On the positive side, before the war, the steady increase in literacy and the provision of education for both girls and boys augured well for the government’s commitment to the Convention. The fact that so many women worked in various capacities and utilized their education was another constructive development. Although healthcare could have been more widespread, in pre-war Syria, it was certainly better than in a lot of other countries.

The sticking point in Syria related to the personality-oriented nature of the government. The entire power structure rotated around the priorities of one ruling family and its supporters. The Assads have always been keenly aware of the fact that they are from a minority Muslim sect and that they rule over an overwhelmingly Sunni majority. In Islamic societies, unlike the West, such differences can matter a great deal. Remaining in power permanently became the prime motivation, outweighing betterment of the lives of the citizens. This rather skewed set of priorities resulted in reliance on their extended family and tribal affiliations related to the Assads, namely the Alawite sect. Favoritism toward this group, a minority, inevitably alienated the majority Sunni population which felt disaffected, disengaged, and even angry because corruption became endemic and was often the only way to get anything achieved in Syria. Additionally, Bashar al-Assad, regrettably forsook his early popularity within the country as a whole to
allow functionaries like his state police, the Mukhabarat and worse the militants, the Shabiha to exert power on and harass the citizens.

From the perspective of any economy, corruption along with poverty generated by years of drought can become a lethal combination. Syria was stewing long before the Arab Spring swept across the region inspiring revolts in other somewhat similar Middle Eastern countries.

It is also important to consider that the increase in education brought greater awareness to the people, especially urban dwellers in Syria. Acquiring knowledge of modern computer technology, they learned about conditions across the world, including democratic nations that elected their rulers in honest elections, countries that allowed free speech and freedom of assembly. For a people who had lived under emergency rule since 1963, the lure of such democratic rights was irresistible, an emotion enhanced when in 2011, the Tunisian and Egyptian dictatorships fell within days of popular uprisings in those two countries.

***************

The Syrian crisis has clearly demonstrated the fallibility of the present human rights system that supposedly sets an international moral guideline for states to follow. As we have seen, the rights disappear entirely when hatred explodes into unfettered violence and an orgy of destruction. The solution should not be to abandon the concept of human rights as only workable in peaceful democracies. Rather, the goal has to be to accompany the human rights instruments with a very strong commitment to accountability for violators from all sides. An enlargement of the realm of international criminal law, not just in words but in actions is probably the only way to head off such civil/regional wars. Human rights instruments need also to hold non-state actors liable for the commission of crimes against humanity. Although the Syrian government is largely responsible for the unbridled violence, the Opposition, including those organizations globally acknowledged as terrorist have flaunted and published their descent into sheer barbarity.

No longer should the prevalence of war in any way allow for the wanton massacres, mutilations and rape of innocent men, women and children. If wars have to be fought, there must be a mutual adherence to certain limits. It is time for the international community to draw any number of red lines with respect to the conduct of war in the twenty-first century. The eloquent phraseology of these international conventions, declarations, and covenants has to be matched with a strong global adherence to their implementation, both in peace and during war.
One limit has to involve an acceptance by all combatants that children must be protected at all times and not be brutalized as they are being in Syria. Again, the global community has to be firm in upholding the concept of accountability for all those who commit crimes against children. As children’s advocate Graca Machel stated, “power and greed can never be an excuse for sacrificing children.”

As regards Syria, at time of concluding this Article, the multiple parties continue sporadically to fight, and civilians continue to flee. If the powers at the United Nations could for once all acknowledge that the continuation of this crisis cannot but destabilize much of the world, perhaps, in their own self-interest, they could unite to bring about a lasting cessation of violence. The outlook for permanent peace in Syria and for the return of its now vast diaspora of talented people is bleak indeed. The prospect for the establishment of a viable democratic government appears remote. The continuation of the present government seems unlikely to be acceptable to its millions of victims—those that have survived. For many Syrians the alternative, of governance by a radical and equally brutal religious extremist movement is a terrifying prospect, and one that would be vehemently opposed by most Western countries. Partitioning Syria along sectarian lines is unlikely to lead to peace, as the example of India and Pakistan clearly demonstrates. For the people of Syria, especially its children who are its future—there appear to be no good choices. When the country has unraveled to this extent, for the people, exodus appears to be the only option.
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